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ABSTRACT
Brain connectivity networks help physicians better understand the neurological effects of cer-
tain diseases and make improved treatment options for patients. Voxel-to-Voxel Correlation Anal-
ysis (VVCA) of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data has been used to create the in-
dividual brain connectivity networks. However, an outstanding issue is the long processing time to
generate full brain connectivity maps. With close to a million individual voxels, with each having
hundreds of samples, in a typical fMRI dataset, the number of calculations involved in a voxel-by-
voxel CCA becomes very high. With the emergence of the dynamic time-varying functional con-
nectivity analysis, the population-based studies, and the studies relying on real-time neurological
feedbacks, the need for rapid processing methods becomes even more critical. This research dis-
sertation describes a new method which produces high-resolution brain connectivity maps rapidly.
This new method accelerates the correlation processing by using an architecture that includes clus-
tered FPGAs and an efficient memory pipeline, which is termed the High-Performance Correlation
and Mapping Engine (HPCME). The method has been tested with various datasets from the Hu-
man Connectome Project. The results show that HPCME with four FPGAs can improve the VVCA
processing speed by a factor of 40 or more over that of a PC workstation with a multicore CPU.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Neuroimaging methods and analyses have rapidly evolved over the last decade, spurred by
large collaborative funding initiatives such as the Human Connectome Project (HCP) in the US
and the Human Brain Project in the EU. A primary focus of these efforts has been mapping and
interpreting the connectivity of the brain. Understanding the wiring of the brain offers exciting
possibilities to understand brain functions and aid in early detection and treatment of neurologi-
cal diseases such as Alzheimer’s, addiction, schizophrenia, dyslexia, autism, and ADHD [1]. A
benefit of these initiatives is that much of the data is made freely available to scientists, fostering
discovery and supporting broad and varied approaches towards connectomics. One such dataset,
the WU-Minn-Oxford HCP contains high-resolution, high-quality Functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (fMRI), resting state-fMRI (rs-fMRI), diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) data, and struc-
tural imaging, from a relatively healthy, normative community population [2, 3, 4].
Processing and analyzing these large datasets to determine the correlation between regions of
the brain and functional tasks to generate a neurological connectivity map is computationally in-
tensive. Creating these maps is particularly challenging when brain parcellation is a data-driven
approach rather than a method that uses simplified atlases, or when dynamic functional connec-
tivity (DFC) is used to investigate time-varying functional interactions among a large number of
nodes [5]. While the HCP datasets are available in a preprocessed format, there are situations
where researchers may wish to analyze raw data or conduct additional or alternative processing.
Thus requiring researchers to have access to High-Performance Computing resources, which may
be prohibitive due to a lack of access, high shared loads, and high costs. The same challenge also
presents when a large number of subjects are involved in a study [6], or when real-time neurologi-
cal feedbacks are needed [7, 8].
The dominant neuroscience techniques for building connectivity maps are fMRI (Functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging), resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI), and DWI (Diffusion-Weighted Imag-
ing). fMRI-based connectivity creates connectivity maps based upon the statistical correlation be-
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tween in-scanner behavioral functions or tasks, and fluctuations in brain activity. These can be
motor movement, gambling, social interaction, talking, emotional response, and various others. rs-
fMRI, on the other hand, does not require in-scanner tasks, and instead, builds connectivity maps
by examining intrinsic connectivity between voxels or nodes of the human brain, thus permitting
the mapping of multiple functional networks which correlate with those observed in task-based
fMRI [9, 10, 11, 12]. However, in all of the methods mentioned above, there is no agreed-upon
standard for defining the resolution (i.e., the voxel-to-voxel level or region-to-region level, with
regions varying greatly in their possible size) at which these networks should be defined [13].
The research presented here describes the High-Performance Correlation and Mapping Engine
(HPCME) that enables high throughput processing of brain connectivity datasets. The HPCME
system is a computer workstation and a high-performance FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Ar-
ray) co-processing engine optimized for computing high volume correlation data. The HPCME
system demonstrates the ability to generate voxel-to-voxel brain network connectivity maps within
seven hours or less from the high-resolution HCP datasets. This research was focused on three
specific aims: (1) Design and build a proof-of-concept HPCME hardware platform; (2) Expand
the capability of the HPCME system to achieve the targeted performance objectives; and (3) Val-
idate and demonstrate the HPCME with various datasets from the HCP and compare the results
generated by using existing connectivity toolkits.
This research will show that the HPCME can be a useful tool to rapidly process the brain
connectome data at finer resolutions, which potentially could lead to discoveries in diagnosis and
treatment of neurological diseases and cognitive degradation. This dissertation will compare the
results from an implementation of the HPCME using full-resolution HCP datasets and compare
the results to other methods. Detailed schematics, layouts, source code, and logic implementation
are provided in the appendix of this report.
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1.1 Research Aims
In an attempt to map the connectivity of the human brain, a group of researchers led by the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, Washington University, and Oxford University focused on the neurological
mapping of 1,200 healthy adults, in what is known as the NIH funded Human Connectome Project
(HCP) [4]. As mentioned before, an issue with defining connectivity maps is in determining the
appropriate resolution for the underlying correlations. To do this requires establishing connect-
edness for 109 to 1012 links, which has a high computational cost [5, 14, 15, 16]. For instance,
computing a voxel-level Pearson correlation for one HCP scan on a multi-core CPU operating
would take approximately 120 hours [5, 17, 14]. The enormity of the processing is seen consid-
ering in the Washington University / the University of Minnesota HCP dataset, that there are over
5,000 subjects (over 100 TB of datasets), with rs-MRI, fMRI (with seven tasks), DWI, and various
other scans. The proposed HPCME system will enable the rapid correlation processing of a single
participant’s dataset in the HCP in a matter of hours and not days.
By reducing the processing time, neuroscience researchers will be able to understand the var-
ious statistical links better so they may be able to determine the effect of aging in the ongoing
Lifespan HCP where both development and aging subjects are being scanned [2]. When combined
with the broader goal of being able to correlate this data with subjects that have neurological dis-
eases or mental disorders, the need for a method to rapidly correlate the rs-MRI and fMRI scans
becomes clear.
Studies have shown that key local information is revealed when examining voxel-wise intrinsic
correlation contrast (ICC) as opposed to ROI-based correlations [18]. ICC relies on SVD data
reduction, and it remains to be seen if additional local features may be revealed when performing
full-resolution voxel-wise correlation.
The innovation and central focus of this research is both in the particular hardware architecture
and the integrated processing algorithm. The HPCME system enables rapid data-driven correlation
of the HCP datasets by utilizing a modular design, multiple FPGAs, and data organization and
a streaming architecture. The HPCME platform gives a researcher the ability to use a dedicated
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hardware platform to compute in both a parallel and pipelined fashion, enabling the use of different
signal processing algorithms. As designed, the HPCME calculates the Pearson Product Correlation
Coefficient (PPCC) and performs the Seed-Based Correlation Analysis (VVCA) on HCP datasets
to determine connectedness. Other algorithms, such as PCA (Principal Component Analysis), ICA
(Independent Component Analysis), or for DTI applications using BEDPOST, could be added, in
future revisions, with only the modification of the underlying structure in the FPGA. The HPCME
system provides a researcher a stand-alone platform for analysis of large datasets. The aims of this
research are as follows.
1.1.1 Proof-of-Concept HPCME Hardware Platform
The HPCME utilized an FPGA to process a synthetic HCP dataset using VVCA. The initial
specifications, system architecture, hardware, communications, test vectors, and coding was com-
pleted for one system.
The test dataset that was used to perform the proof-of-concept analysis was based on a synthetic
fMRI data set that had varying numbers of voxels and length. The number of voxels ranged from
20,000 to 1,000,000 voxels with a sample size of 284 to 2,048 samples. The test results were
compared for accuracy against results generated using a MATLAB script with the same input
dataset. The timing results were also compared to that of those generated by the recently published
GPU-PCC algorithm [19, 20, 21], thereby comparing the performance of a GPU solution to this
FPGA based solution.
1.1.2 HPCME System
With the proof-of-concept HPCME system operating at the expected performance targets set
in Aim 1, a modular system, with four modules was arranged to increase the computation to meet
the overall performance objectives of this research. A workstation application was also developed
to monitor and control the various modules.
To test this modular system two selected HCP datasets, subjects 100307 and 102816, were used.
These datasets utilized 902,629 voxels with a sample size of 284 and 1,200 samples respectively.
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Similar to Aim 1, the results were also be compared to that of those generated by the GPU-PCC
algorithm, or similar size, thereby again comparing the performance of a GPU solution to this
modular FPGA based solution.
1.1.3 Validation of HPCME System - HCP Processing and Analysis
The HPCME system developed in Aim 2 was tested and validated using various datasets from
the HCP and compared to correlations and analyzes performed via the CONN toolbox on the
Brazos Cluster at Texas A&M University. Dr. Orr, an assistant professor at Texas A&M University,
specializing in the area of cognition and cognitive neuroscience, compared the results between the
two methods. The processing times of the HPCME was also compared to results generated by
other methods, such as GPU-PCC, and CPU algorithms. The results of these comparisons are
shown in the validation section of this dissertation.
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1.2 fMRI, rs-MRI, and the Human Connectome Project
MRI have become a powerful, non-invasive, medical imaging tool. An MRI scanner can pro-
duce a 3D image from the interaction of changing magnetic gradients and electromagnetic fields
with the hydrogen nuclei which are common in the human body. The MRI scanner detects this
interaction and produces a 3D set of data to form an image of the tissue scanned. Thus, MRIs can
be used to create images that can view, among others, tumors, blood vessels, and internal organs
[22].
The fMRI and rs-fMRI use the BOLD (Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent) signal to measure
activity in the brain. BOLD is the theory that in neurological areas of the brain that are active, there
is the need for more oxygenated blood replacing the deoxygenated blood with a small-time lag after
the start of the activity, which is called the hemodynamic response (HR). Oxygenated hemoglobin
(Hb), which is paramagnetic, and deoxygenated hemoglobin (dHb), which is diamagnetic, can be
differentiated in their responses to the MR scans [22, 23].
Figure 1.1: fMRI HCP dataset from test subject #100307
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The Human Connectome Project, as previously discussed, has a plethora of public data avail-
able for analysis. For instance, for the original young adult study alone, there is a pre-processed set
of data for 1,200 young adults (ages 22-35) that includes the following: T1 weighted, T2 weighted,
rs-fMRI, fMRI, DWI, along with associated behavioral data. Moreover, there are ongoing projects
that will collect similar high-resolution data sets from almost 5,000 individuals ranging in age from
0-100+ [2, 24]. There are also datasets currently being collected from about 4,000 individuals with
human diseases, such as epilepsy, sporadic frontotemporal degeneration, and Alzheimer’s [25, 26].
The rs-fMRI and fMRI HCP data are 4D data sets which include a group of 3D MRI spatial
encoding sequences, including gradient echo and echo planar (EPI). Participants in the HCP study
provided written consent and were scanned as per procedures outlined in the IRB (#201204036).
Minimal preprocessing was done on the collected data to correct for field-map processing, rigid-
body realignment, gradient distortion, and brain masking.
The typical resolution of the HCP datasets under analysis in this research is 91 voxels in the
coronal plane, 109 voxels in the sagittal plane, and 91 voxels in the transverse plane. The sample
depth ranges from about 284 to around 1,200 samples. Given this, the data sets typically have
902,629 voxels with a total of 1,083,154,800 sample data points. It should be noted that of the
902,629 voxel there can be a range of 72% to 99% that contain brain tissue.
In fMRI, it is common to correlate the time courses by using a "seed voxel" with the remaining
voxels. However, this approach can be biased depending upon where the "seed voxel" is positioned,
as bias can be introduced. For example, connectivity studies that are based on coarse brain atlases,
with less than 100 regions, and more recent ones using finer parcellations, may bias the results by
making anatomical assumptions [14]. However, by correlating all of the time courses this inherent
bias is removed, but at the cost of much-increased computation time.
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1.3 Voxel-to-Voxel Correlation Analysis (VVCA) and Connectedness
One typical method to generate brain connectivity maps is by using voxel-to-voxel correlation
by Voxel-to-Voxel Correlation Analysis (VVCA). This type of analysis uses the Pearson Product
Moment Correlation Coefficient (PPMCC) to provide a metric on the correlation between two
independent variables [17]. Various researchers support that the Pearson correlation coefficient
appears to be a good initial basis for understanding the correlation between pairs of voxels [14, 9,
27, 12]. The Pearson correlation coefficient will have a value of +1.0 for total positive correlation,
-1.0 for total negative correlation, and a zero for no correlation between samples. The Pearson





E[(P − µp)(Q− µq)]
σpσq
(1.1)
For the Pearson correlation coefficient of a sample set of P and Q defined and with N being the
Figure 1.2: Example of node degree distribution for 0.63% completeness
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number of samples in a data set:
r(P,Q) =
∑N





A "seed voxel," or the reference, is then correlated to the remaining valid voxels in the fMRI
time series. In this research, the variable P is to be the "seed" voxel, which is chosen from the
selected subregion, and then the variable Q is all remaining voxels in the sample data set. The
number of correlation coefficient calculations to process every voxel to the other voxels, i.e. to
determine the whole brain correlation relationship requires approximately 5.86 x 1017 operations.
As can be seen, to perform the number of correlation coefficient calculations this can become quite
extensive even for a relatively small volume.
To determine if a neurological region connects to another area we consider if the correlation
between sample pairs, i.e. voxel pairs, exceeds a specified threshold value (r’). Connectivity for a
given pair can be defined by:
e(P,Q) =




Therefore, for each voxel pair, there is a binary state of "connection" or "no connection". For a
"seed" voxel this will represent all voxels that can connect to itself.
Node Degree is based upon the total number of connections for a particular voxel, or node, and





Completeness is a metric that represents the value of connections for a particular voxel versus






1.4 CONN: Functional Connectivity Toolbox
The CONN functional connectivity toolbox implements various statistical analysis tools to
aid in the identification of connectivity networks from fMRI and rs-fMRI datasets. CONN is a
cross-platform toolbox that is Matlab/SPM based and supports various connectivity and statistical
processing methods, including graph theory methods, ICA, ROI to ROI (atlas based) functional
correlation, seed-based correlations, and component-based noise correction method (CompCor)
among others. CONN enabling both preprocessing, computation, analysis, and visualization of the
connectivity data from these databases [28, 29].
Processing and analysis steps include [29]:
• Importing ANALYZE, DICOM, and NIfTI files
• Structural and functional segmentation
• Functional artifact rejection
• Functional smoothing
• Regression-based denoising
• Statistical quality control methods
• Connectivity Analyses, including Seed-Based Correlations (VVCA), Complex Net-
work Analyses, and ICA.
• Comparison methods and models
The CONN toolbox can be implemented with distributed clusters, as has been done with Dr.
Orr’s research and the Brazos Cluster, or in a multicore desktop environment and automatically
parallelize processing steps. The toolbox is controlled via a user-friendly interface, shown in Figure
1.3.
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CONN has been cited in over 1,000 articles and has over 2,000 registered users of the toolbox
[29]. Because of the wide acceptance in the neuroscience community, the CONN toolbox is being
used as a point of validation for the HPCME results based upon the same HCP datasets.
Figure 1.3: CONN Toolbox Application Interface
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1.5 GPU-PCC Technique
As discussed in the previous sections, Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (PCC) is a useful
means for determining functional connectivity. However, as previously discussed, high-fidelity,
whole-brain, and voxel-to-voxel based PCC is computationally burdensome. One recent algorithm
for improving processing of PCC of big fMRI datasets is titled GPU-PCC [19, 20] and is based on
using a GPU (Graphics Producing Unit) to speed up processing.
A Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) are a group of coprocessors that initially were designed
to produce high-quality and rapid graphical renderings in video games, such as more realistic 3D
renderings. Over the past several years GPU’s, due to their many streaming processing cores and
memory architecture, have been leveraged to process algorithms that are computationally expen-
sive. For instance, the NVIDIA CUDA Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (cuBLAS) library can
perform matrix and vector-based multiplications efficiently.
The GPU-PCC method, is a GPU based method which is based upon the use of a vector dot
product to compute Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient for each pair in the dataset. This method was
evaluated, by Eslami et al., by using synthetic and a real small-subset HCP fMRI dataset with a
traditional CPU implementation (developed in C++), and with an existing GPU method, General
Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (GEMM) [19].
The developers claim that the GPU-PCC algorithm is 94.62 times faster than the traditional
CPU methods and 4.28 times faster than the existing GPU based techniques on a fMRI dataset
with up to 90,000 voxels [19].
A comparison of similar voxels and time course sample sizes was performed on their imple-
mented code. These results are discussed in the validation section. The GPU-PCC source code




2.1 Architecture of HPCME
The HPCME was designed to utilize a modular system comprised of various independent
blocks calculating their assigned seed group of the same pre-processed, and organized voxel data
sets. Each modular block has a parallel computation core and an independent and dedicated mem-
ory system to enable the near continuous streaming of the voxels and seeds being processed using
the previously discussed VVCA method. The overarching concept was to break down the numer-
ous operations into optimally sized blocks.
Mathematically most of the computation cycles in VVCA are for performing multiplications




(Pi − µp)(Qi − µq) (2.1)
Though this equation on the surface is simple, and would conceptually be easy to implement
on any computer workstation, it is, in fact, difficult, not due to the complexity, but instead, because
it repeats for each pair of voxels. In MATLAB for instance, a correlation matrix for a HCP dataset
with dimensions of 91× 109× 91 is 6.517× 1012 bytes (5.92 TB).
Various FPGA devices serve as the central processing core to achieve the goal of performing
these VVCA calculations quickly. FPGAs have the advantage of being customized into various
digital logical systems by changing their underlying logical gate structure. In the HPCME, the
FPGAs enabled the ability to perform both parallel and pipelined operations.
With parallel processing, many of the same mathematical operations process at the same time,
just like in a GPU or a multi-core CPU. In other words, if one has a process that is independent
of another, it can be calculated simultaneously. Such is the case in VVCA, as many seeds are
processing against the same voxel independently.
Pipelining is where, for each clock tick of the FPGA, the processing is performed for a step
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Figure 2.1: Fundamental HPCME Architecture
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877750317310633
while the previous step can now be loaded and processed with new data. If the latency of the
operation (i.e., the time it takes to finish) is not as significant as the need to handle new data
continuously, this can be very useful. The tradeoff is in the use of more fabric resources. In this
type of operation, steps are spaced in time by clock-ticks and limited only by the ability of the
FPGA fabric to meet timing and have sufficient resources.
Figure 2.1 shows the overall architecture of the HPCME system and Figure 2.2 shows the
data flow from the initial HCP dataset to the final results being analyzed by a researcher. The
HPCME utilizes various FPGA systems connected to a PC workstation. The PC workstation pre-
processes, controls, monitors, and generates the final graphical brain connectivity maps from the
FPGA subsystem. The FPGA subsystem, known as the Node Degree Engine (NDE), was designed
to process the voxels and seed data and returns the resulting r vectors to the PC workstation for
postprocessing.
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The HPCME currently communicates to the several NDEs in the system via USB 2.0, for mon-
itor and control, and FLASH SD cards for data file processing. The reasoning for using FLASH
SD cards for this implementation was due to the data transfer rate and existing file system support
in both the Xilinx Zynq platform as well as support for most existing PC workstations.
The HPCME is designed to not require monitoring or control during operation. In fact, other
than loading in the SD cards with data and starting the initial process, there is little to no required
interaction with the HPCME, thus enabling the researcher to focus on the postprocessing of results
while new data is processing.
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2.2 Architecture of Node Degree Engine
The Node Degree Engine (NDE) is a crucial component in the HPCME system. The NDE
processes the HCP dataset and produces a resulting set of connected voxel pairs. Each NDE
incorporates power, communications, and memory infrastructure that enables it to be independent
of the PC workstation and the other NDEs in the HPCME system. The NDE has configuration
settings to allow it to know which part of the voxel map to process, which seeds to use, and what
Figure 2.2: HPCME Processing Data Flow
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the minimum correlation coefficient threshold for a connection should be.
The NDE is a hybrid FPGA system that has an embedded dual-core ARM processor. In this
configuration, one of the CPUs is assigned to merely move the seeds and voxel datasets from the
non-volatile storage medium (i.e., FLASH SD card) into the high-speed DDR3 SDRAM memory
based upon the assigned streaming task list. Also, based on the assigned streaming task list, a
group of seeds is transferred from the non-volatile storage medium into SDRAM for subsequent
transferring to Block RAM (BRAM). A preferred architecture is a system with a significant amount
of SDRAM, as more voxel data may be stored in SDRAM versus being fetched continuously from
the external FLASH memory, such as an SD card.
A DMA is utilized to stream the voxel data from the SDRAM to the correlation coefficient
processing core. This processing core also connects to the seed BRAM via a large width data bus.
It is important to note that the voxel inputs are of a streaming configuration, whereas the seed data
is a BRAM interface. This architecture is shown in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: NDE SoC FPGA General Architecture
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Figure 2.4: NDE Multiplication - Covariance Computation Block Diagram
For each voxel and seed pair, there is a multiplier and an accumulator. The multiplier is a
single precision 32-bit floating point mathematics core that takes the seed and voxel data value
and produces the product of the two. A logical block diagram of this is shown in Figure 2.4.
The floating point cores are made to block until the operands are valid and the results data path
is ready, as illustrated by the handshaking logic shown in the diagram. For Xilinx based FPGA
design, utilizing the Zynq SoC, all data handshaking is done with reference to the AXI streaming
standard referenced in the Xilinx AXI Reference Guide [30].
For this specific implementation, the latency of the multiplier was seven clock cycles, as to
reduce logic resources used. A state machine produces the correct seed BRAM address (i.e., seed
count), which is illustrated in Figure 2.5. Immediately after this multiplication is an accumulation
of the "N" samples, which the value of "N" is set for the core during setup and configuration, and
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Figure 2.5: Seed BRAM Address Generator - State Machine
corresponds to the equation of:
N∑
i=1
(Pi − µp)(Qi − µq) (2.2)
The accumulator IP core has as inputs and outputs of single precision floating point values,
but internally it uses fixed-point mathematics to reduce the necessary fabric resources. For this
particular instance, the accumulator core has an MSB of 44 bits and an LSB of -51 bits. The core
has a maximum MSB input of 30 bits, which is more than sufficient for the range of data that is
expected between the voxel and the seed deviations. As such, the total width of each accumulator
is 96 bits. For this specific implementation, the latency of the accumulator was 27 clock cycles, as
to reduce logic resources used.
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Figure 2.6: Accumulator Reset - State Machine
The accumulator resets to zero upon the start of the core and after N+1 and N+2 samples
occur, which is illustrated in Figure 2.6. The value of the multiplication between the seed standard
deviation and the voxel standard deviation is stored in an independent register at N+1 samples, and
at N+2 samples the voxel index is stored. Another register stores the accumulation at N samples.
A logical block diagram of this is shown in Figure 2.7.
After this process, and while new voxel and seed data are streamed in for the new accumulation
values, the previous accumulation values including the previous index and standard deviation mul-
tiplication are used to determine the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (i.e., PCC r value), of which
the equation is as follows.
r(P,Q) =
∑N





Processing the r value through a multiplexed state machine reduces the number of logical
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Figure 2.7: NDE Accumulator - Covariance Computation Block Diagram
resources consumed. There are a group of floating point dividers and comparators that each pro-
cessing a set number of paired data including the numerator (i.e., covariance) and the denominator
(i.e., standard deviations). The state machine processes through one group at the time for a total
of eight r pairs. It is crucial to have sufficient blocks of resources to enable the processing of all
of the voxel-seed correlation pairs within 128 clock cycles or less. This threshold enables the core
to consistently stream new data all while generating correlation results as long as there are at least
128 samples per voxel time-series dataset. In other words, the N sample size of the data set must
be higher than the total correlation processing latency.
In this core, the r value, which is the result of the divider operation, is compared against the r’
threshold value using a floating point comparator. Setting r’ is accomplished at the start of the core
during task setup configuration. Another floating point comparator is used to verify that the value
is less than or equal to 1.0, recognizing that this is a proper Pearson Correlation Coefficient, as
is necessary when there can be standard deviation values that include zeros, such is the case with
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Figure 2.8: NDE Correlation Coefficient Calculation and r Vector Generation
"null" data. These null values will compute an r value of infinity and thus will be ignored. This
"null" capability can be used for masking data, as is the case with preprocessing data.
When an r value is GTE r’ but LTE to 1.0 then the value including the index is stored into
the next available address result, in the result BRAM. This value represents a result vector as it
contains the voxel index, the seed index for the block of seeds being processed, and the r value.
These cores and process are shown in Figure 2.8.
Decoding the actual r vector is accomplished by realizing which seed group was being pro-
cessed when the result vector was created. Knowing the seed group and the seed index one can
regenerate the entire r vector with minimal computational effort, which is illustrated in the source
code, shown in Figure 2.9, to read and process results.
The current address of the result memory is provided as an output of the core so the CPU that
is controlling the data streaming can monitor whether or not to pull the r vectors from the BRAM
and store them in permanent nonvolatile FLASH memory, such as an SD card or SSD.
In the end, there are Ns by Nv processing pairs, with Ns being the number of seeds and Nv
being the number of voxels processed simultaneously. These processing pairs determine the co-
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Figure 2.9: r-Vector Results Processing (C#)
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Figure 2.10: Layout of Logic for NDE System Architecture
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variance and a set divider/comparator groups that process the final r value representing all the
floating-point operational blocks being utilized for this architecture. The number of seed-voxel
pair processing is entirely dependent upon the logical resources available for a given FPGA or
ASIC. For the system implemented in this research, this value was either 32 or 64 seed-voxel
pairs. The overall system architecture with the logical components previously described is shown
in Figure 2.10.
The NDE enables the near constant streaming of data as long as the data stream has embedded
metadata included with it, such as the voxel and seed indices and the standard deviation values.
Given this logic arrangement, there is no need to pause the processing to fetch variables as they
can be sequentially and continuously processed.
To get the best performance out of the NDE, it is crucial to have a core design that has a wide
voxel port to enable efficient streaming from the DDR3/4 SDRAM. For instance, a Xilinx DDR4
based MIG can operate at more than 17 GB/sec. Another critical architecture design element is
having a sizeable dual-port BRAM interface for both simultaneous access to both the seeds and
the resulting r vector.
The overall NDE architecture enables efficient processing of HCP datasets by using state ma-
chines, various parallel floating point cores, and independent dual-port BRAM. This architecture,
when organized as a group of independent NDEs enables full processing resolution and deep sam-
ple depth HCP datasets in a matter of several hours.
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2.3 Preprocessing of HCP Data
HCP dataset must first be preprocessed for the NDE to process efficiently. The HCP dataset,
which is in the NifTI (Neuroimaging Informatics Technology Initiative) file format [31], is prepro-
cessed before being computed by the NDE. This preprocessing includes calculating the deviations
from the mean, the standard deviation of all voxels, determining the correlation of the seed/voxel
diagonal of the correlation matrix, and dividing the processing workload to each NDE in the sys-
tem. The voxels and seeds are stored in a format for efficient processing and streaming from the
local memory into the processing core. This memory organization format for the voxels and seeds
is shown in Figure 2.19 and Figure 2.20 in the following section, and the steps for the preprocessing
are shown in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: Steps for Preprocessing HCP datasets for use on the HPCME and NDEs
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In the current architecture of the NDE, there is a streaming core that correlates multiple voxels
simultaneously with a group of seeds. For this to be accomplished the data must first be organized
in such a way that we have the voxels, with all the samples coinciding along with their embedded
standard deviation values and an embedded index. The integrated index enables the easy and rapid
creation of the final r vector in the final processing of the core.
Seed preprocessing is accomplished in a similar fashion where we store a group of seeds, along
with the standard deviations, and the seed index. Though the index is included in the data stream,
enabling data synchronization, the core ignores the index as it is not needed to generate the internal
r vector.
As illustrated in Figure 2.11, the first step is to flatten the N cubes with M voxels each into a
matrix of size M voxels (columns) by N samples (rows). Creating a mask extracts any low signal
data (i.e., less than 200 counts), and then sets this data to zero. This mask is applied to the matrix
we just flattened. Below is a MATLAB script of this operation.
Then the mean of each column is computed, and a deviation from the mean for each sample
Figure 2.12: Preprocessing Step 1 through 3 (MATLAB Script)
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point is computed, and this becomes the Voxel Deviation Matrix (VDM). Next, we compute the
standard deviation of the voxel data which is multiplied by N. All of this, on a typical workstation,
requires less than a minute of processing time. Below is a MATLAB script of these operations and
the corresponding equation.
Figure 2.13: Preprocessing Step 4: Compute voxel statistics (MATLAB Script)
The data is then processed to make sure that it is of the correct dimension to be streamed
through the engine, as the engine has specific seed and voxel widths that constrain the data input
dimensions. For instance, since the NDEs compute data by Z voxel-seed pair operations simulta-
neously then the columns of the VDM must be a modulus of Z (i.e., the number of columns of the
VDM mod Z must be zero). The MATLAB script of this operation is:
Figure 2.14: Preprocessing Step 5: Pad voxel data (MATLAB Script)
The VDM is then saved as a group of files for eventual use by the NDE, as both seed and
voxels. In theory, if there were enough SDRAM on a single NDE it would not be necessary to
split the VDM into separate groups. However, due to memory size limitation on the test system
the VMD was split over various independent files that can be loaded into the SDRAM of the NDE.
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Each implementation of the NDE will have different constraints and based on the sample depth a
processing set may have only one group to as many as sixteen, as this is entirely dependent upon
the available memory. The building of the voxel and seed data files are shown in the following
scripts:
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Figure 2.15: Preprocessing Step 6: Build voxel data files (MATLAB Script)
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Figure 2.16: Preprocessing Step 7: Build seed data files (MATLAB Script)
Given the pairwise nature of the correlation coefficient (i.e., X correlates to Y and Y correlates
to X), it becomes unnecessary to process the lower triangle matrix of the correlation matrix. Given
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Figure 2.17: Upper Triangle Matrix - Correlation Matrix
this, and to create a condition where there is never a non-unique result, the workstation script during
preprocessing computes the diagonal of the correlation matrix. Since this is a small number of
voxels being processed, this process is typically fast. It should be noted, that nothing precluded the
NDE from processing these regions, and could be enabled if the user so desired, but is unnecessary
processing.
Processing tasks are generated that split the processing workload into groups of seeds to be
correlated to a set of voxels. The object of the task generation script is to make the most efficient
use of the processing cores across the given number of NDEs that the HPCME has. Tasks are
processed into groups, and we divide the workload using the upper triangle matrix and starting
with the upper left-hand corner working our way down. All processing is performed on the upper-
triangle correlation matrix. Tasks are saved as a file for each NDE system and contain the voxel
group, seed group, voxel offset, and r’ to be processed. The CPU on the NDE is responsible
for loading and monitoring the task processing. This task generation of the correlation matrix is
illustrated in Figure 2.17 and is scripted as follows.
It should be noted that preprocessing can be performed without the need of the HPCME, thus
enabling the HPCME to be processing correlation tasks all while new datasets are being prepro-
cessed.
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Figure 2.18: Preprocessing Step 8: Build task scripts (MATLAB Script)
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2.4 Memory Organization
Organizing the processing memory is one of the critical features for the NDE. For efficient
streaming and sufficient processing speed, the data in memory must be in sequential order. Se-
quential memory access is one of the chief limitations of a CPU based system because instructions
and data are located in the same memory, and depending upon the structure and the organization
of the memory, effective and efficient bursting of SDRAM is not achieved. For instance, to get
efficient bursting out of an SDRAM, it is best to burst a block of, at least, 64 sequential addresses
at once, which is on the order of 512 bytes of data on a 32-bit bus and 1024 bytes on a 64-bit bus.
To have a consistent stream going through the processing core, the data is organized in such a
way that samples are one after the other by the prescribed voxel’s width, as illustrated in Figure
2.19. As described in the preprocessing section, the voxel data is stored sequentially, then followed
by the standard deviation and the voxel indices.
The seed data is organized in a similar fashion, as previously discussed, and is illustrated in
Figure 2.20. The seed index value, though stored in memory, is not utilized in the final computation
of the r vector. However, it is maintained to enable full synchronization of the two data streams.
This memory organization enables the near continuous streaming of the data, sequentially,
through the core. In fact, the only time that processing is halted is to stream the result vectors
into SDRAM, and then to non-volatile storage, when the result BRAM becomes full. This transfer
process is highly dependent upon the size of the data, r’ threshold value, and the actual correlation
connectivity.
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Figure 2.19: Voxel memory organization
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2.5 r vector and Results
Another crucial issue, beyond calculation efficiency, is in the storage of the resulting correlation
matrix results. For a 91 × 109 × 91 voxel data set (i.e., 902,629 voxels) and given the fact that P
correlates to Q and that Q correlates to P, there are 4.07× 1011 resulting correlation coefficients. If
one stored each correlation coefficient as a 64-bit floating point r value, this would require 5.928
Figure 2.20: Seed memory organization
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terabytes. This amount of storage per data set is not efficient or practical. This problem is resolved
by the creation of a "correlation vector," which is a data structure between the seed and voxel.
This vector generates for each connection that meets the minimum correlation threshold (i.e., r’).
This correlation threshold is expected, based upon connectivity research, to create a connection
density of about 2.8% to 3.0% [32]. This "correlation vector" significantly reduces the resulting
data set to the order of megabytes, and not terabytes, depending upon the value of this threshold.
The format of the "correlation vector," shown in Figure 2.21, has a length of 8 bytes (64-bits), and
in post-processing reduces to a simple connection state depending on the final desired output.
Figure 2.21: Correlation r Vector (Result Vector)
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2.6 Postprocessing Steps
Postprocessing of the results for HPCME consists merely of importing the r vectors that are
stored on each NDE. Using this data one may generate the final merged r vectors and then generate
connectivity and connectedness "heat" maps.
Figure 2.22: r-Vector Results Processing (C#)
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To create the merged actual r vector, the postprocessing script shown in Figure 2.22, must first
compute stored voxel and seed index into the actual voxel and seed index. Converting to these
indices is a simple process as the seed index is based upon the sub-seed index and seed group
index, which is part of the processing results. The r index is made up of a voxel index and the seed
index determines which of the group of seeds the r value corresponds.
The voxel index is the upper 27 bits of the r index value and corresponds to which the actual
voxel, where the r vector is assigned.
Postprocessing this r vector data is processed to generate a voxel map which can either be
displayed as connections between the seed and the voxel or as a heat map. In the case of generating
a connectedness heat map, one just merely counts how many connections that a particular voxel
was connected, then based upon this, determines a normalized heatmap. The heat map is based on
using the Node Degree, which as defined previous, is based upon the total number of connections





With completeness as a metric that represents the value of connections for a particular voxel





The postprocessing of the r vector data is processed rapidly and does not require a tremendous
amount of processing resources. This fact is chiefly because the r vectors only correspond to a
small percentage of the original correlation matrix.
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Figure 2.23: Postprocessing connectedness data (MATLAB Script)
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3. IMPLEMENTATION OF SINGLE PROOF-OF-CONCEPT NODE DEGREE ENGINE
3.1 Architecture and Implementation for PoC System
A Xilinx UltraScale KCU105 evaluation board [33] was initially used to test concepts and
serve as a platform to process 64 seeds against four voxels in one larger FPGA. In theory, the
specification of the evaluation board along with the capability of the XCKU040 Kintex FPGA
[34] would serve this function well. However, upon implementation of the VHDL code in the
Vivado development software, it became apparent that the extensive bus networks (up to 2,048
bits) were proving too much for the initial FPGA design to meet the timing objectives of a 250
MHz design. Various attempts were made to meet timing, and though there appear to be some
Figure 3.1: Xilinx KCU105 Evaluation Board
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Figure 3.2: Top design layer of interface PCB in Altium Designer and Assembled Interface PCB
promising methods to get timing closure, it was taking too much development time and effort to
be practical.
An alternative was found in the Avnet PicoZed Zynq Kintex 7Z030 System-On-Module (SoM)
[35]. This SoC module was selected to become the new FPGA processing core for the Node
Degree Engine and a significant component in the HPCME. Though the Zynq 7Z030 had function-
ally fewer gates, it did have the built-in bus management system that the SoC (System-On-Chip)
provides. These additional resources helped meet the need for memory overhead and timing clo-
sure. An initial test project was created, and the synthesis and implementation passed, with timing
closed, for a 200 MHz design.
The PicoZed Zynq 7030 SoM needed supporting hardware to function such as a power supply
rails, a communications system, and an SD Card interface. This supporting hardware was designed
to host the PicoZed. The electrical schematic and PCB (Printed Circuit Board) was developed in
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Altium Designer [36]. This interface PCB provided the necessary power for the FPGA, Ethernet,
USB, and UART communications. It also included a microSD interface to load and save files
to a FLASH card [37]. Various LEDs and LVDS [38] ports were also added to enable hardware
debugging as necessary. Various images of the design and completed and assembled PCB is in
Figure 3.2.
A fully assembled system was verified by running it through a set of power-up and commu-
nication tests. This testing showed that the power supplies operated at the proper voltages and
power levels. Interface testing ensured that the UART, Ethernet, USB and microSD card was fully
operational as a subsystem component.
A test application was written in C and was designed to run in one of the two Zynq ARM
processors [39]. This application was used to verify the base performance of the VVCA core and
necessary support hardware. Verification was done by writing to memory multiple test voxels and
seeds and examining the results and overall data throughput, which is presented later in this paper.
The first NDE system, shown in Figure 3.3, was loaded with the NDE hardware BIT file and
tested with the test vector application previously mentioned. The test proved to be successful
and demonstrated that the simulated and projected results did operate at the expected 200 MHz
processing rate, minus some skipped cycles for operating overhead, such as SDRAM memory
refresh.
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Figure 3.3: Prototype of the NDE
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3.2 Logic and Firmware Implementation
The NDE based on the Zynq 7Z030 can only do 64 simultaneous correlations versus the orig-
inally planned 256. However, this modular based system using four Zynq 7Z030s can replace
the performance of one XCKU040 at the same cost, if not less. The system allows for scaling,
and if one uses eight NDEs, one will be able to process 512 simultaneous correlations versus the
originally planned 256.
Figure 3.4: Xilinx Zynq 7Z030 implementation results of 64 Core NDE System
The initial coding of the CCA core was written in VHDL and integrated with the various sup-
porting DMAs and memory subsystems necessary for the process to function at the expected data
rate. The design block diagram is in 3.6. This block diagram features the two ARM processors, a
64-bit high-performance memory interface with a DMA to stream two voxels at 200 MHz. There
is also a BRAM that is 1,024 bits wide enabling the storage of 32 seeds. A DMA is used to stream,
at 1,024-bit wide, the seeds to the CCA core, also at 200 MHz. The CCA core generates results
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Figure 3.5: Xilinx Zynq 7Z030 resource utilization of 64 Core NDE System
Figure 3.6: Initial PoC NDE - logic block diagram
that are then post-processed for the correlation coefficient.
The project with 64 simultaneous correlations was implemented successfully, with some timing
modifications made to various bus interconnects so that timing closed. The resulting resource
utilization in Figure 3.5, demonstrated that there was enough room for additional CCA processing
or other operations. The implemented timing summary, shown in Figure 3.4, illustrates the timing
closure and that the gate layout and implementation were successful.
The firmware and VHDL RTL coding for this Proof-of-Concept NDE have not been included
in this section. However, the final coding is included in Section 4.2.
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3.3 Results of Initial Tests
A representative set of results from testing the NDE with synthetic datasets are shown in this
section. These tests were performed with the Zynq 7Z030 SoC FPGA and with the data being
streamed at a conservative 200 MHz clock rate, with just one NDE core. A set of sixteen tests were
conducted with similarly sized synthetic HCP data sets. These datasets contained 1,059,968 vox-
els, doing 25% of the possible assigned seeds, and with 1,024 samples each leading to 5.617×1011
possible node connections. The correlation coefficient was chosen to provide an 8% connectiv-
ity, versus the normally expected 2% to 3%. The more extensive connectivity was selected to
understand the storage requirements and storage time.
Figure 3.8 shows the total processing and storage time for the different number of seed groups.
Each group contains 32 seeds and the entire time increases monotonically until the final group
is processed. Results showed a data rate of approximately 1.445 TFLOPS. Of note is that this
processing rate is sustained throughout processing and not just in processing short bursts, as the
bottleneck, with most processing systems, is not necessarily the ALU (Arithmetic Logic Unit) but
the memory bandwidth to and from the ALU core. This architecture system resolves this issue by
having a nearly dedicated memory architecture to maximize the processing of these large 4D data
sets.
In Figure 3.9 the individual time of processing and the storage of the results vectors to the
FLASH media is shown. This chart shows that as the processing group increments, the process and
Figure 3.7: Logic analyzer - development testing of initial core
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Figure 3.9: Individual processing and storage time for each seed group
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3.4 Initial HCP Test and Discussion
The HPCME system was initially tested using a HCP dataset provided from the Human Con-
nectome Project. This dataset has a resolution of 91 voxels in the coronal plane, 109 voxels in the
sagittal plane, and 91 voxels in the transverse plane. This resolution provides a dataset of 902,629
voxels with a sample size of 284 samples.
This dataset was preprocessed and organized as described in the preceding preprocessing sec-
tion and the resulting files copied to a FLASH SD card for utilization by the HPCME system. Task
files were also generated for each NDE in the system, and with the optimization that this NDE
have 1/4 of the task load.
After the files were loaded into the HPCME, an application running on a PC workstation laptop
was activated and the power applied to the HPCME. Communications were established with the
HPCME, and the task processing system was initiated.
It should be noted, that it is possible with the HPCME that the logging and monitoring of the
results are not required during task processing of the data, as the HPCME does not require operator
intervention in processing. However, for this specific application, all datasets being processed were
monitored and the corresponding processing times recorded along with the final result vector files.
This one HCP dataset was processed five times and the results of the process show an average
processing time of 1.45 hours, with a standard deviation of 48 seconds. The connectedness map of
this HCP dataset is shown in Figure 3.10.
These initial results of this Proof-of-Concept NDE showed that this method could potentially
produce high-resolution brain connectivity maps rapidly. The new method accelerates the corre-
lation processing by using an architecture that includes clustered FPGAs and an efficient memory
pipeline. The preliminary results showed that HPCME with four FPGAs, using this 64 core ap-
proach, could improve the VVCA processing speed by a factor of 82 or more over that of a tra-
ditional PC workstation with a multicore CPU. These comparisons will be explored further in the
following sections.
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Figure 3.10: Initial NDE PoC connectedness map of HCP Subject #100307
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4. IMPLEMENTATION OF HPCME SYSTEM
4.1 Architecture and Implementation System
After the initial development and testing of the single Proof-of-Concept Node Degree Engine
(NDE), the HPCME system implementation was developed. The HPCME for this research was a
group of four NDEs combined into one complete processing system. Each NDE, being about the
size of a smartphone, was arranged in a desktop enclosure (from PacTec) and would run indepen-
Figure 4.1: The HPCME System - Block diagram layout
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Figure 4.2: The HPCME System - Implementation
dently from each other, enabling near complete parallel operations.
The HPCME utilized a shared power supply and a small USB hub that concentrated the USB
communication for the NDEs. A thermal management system (i.e., vents and a high-speed fan)
is used to expel the heat generated by the FPGAs during processing. Each NDE has an external
SD card for use as storage for the HCP datasets, tasks, and the final result vectors. The HPCME
configuration is shown schematically in Figure 4.1 and a photograph of the actual implementation
in Figure 4.2.
To begin processing HCP data, a MATLAB script is utilized to preprocess all HCP datasets
into tasks, seed, and voxel data files which are then transferred to the designated SD cards for
processing. This script is shown in detail in Section 2.3.
A windows based PC workstation application was developed to provide a simplistic interface
for the HPCME. This application, written in Microsoft Visual Studio C#, enabled user status up-
dates, logging, and control over the operation of the HPCME. The application will provide the
user feedback to which tasks are currently being processed on each NDE, including the current
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seed and voxel group, elapsed time, and the estimated time remaining. A user will also be able to
initiate or stop task processing. This application interface is shown in Figure 4.3.
Once the HPCME system has completed the task processing, the results are transferred to a
PC workstation for post-processing. The post-processing is done with the aid of the very same
Microsoft Visual Studio C# application which rapidly reads the result files and computes the con-
nectedness, as described in Section 1.3. Then, a MATLAB script is utilized to perform chart and
visualization of the resulting r-vector datasets. This MATLAB script is shown in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.3: HPCME interface and control software
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Figure 4.4: HPCME NDE postprocessing of connectedness data (MATLAB Script)
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4.2 Logic and Firmware Implementation
For the full HPCME implementation of the NDE, it was decided to use a core with 32 simul-
taneous correlations versus the previous tested 64. This change was done to enable the addition
of diagnostic hardware, including a logic analyzer. This implementation, with four NDEs in the
HPCME system, enables a total of 128 simultaneous correlation cores, versus the previous 256
cores.
The project with 32 simultaneous correlations was implemented successfully, with some timing
modifications made to the various bus interconnects so that timing closed. The resulting resource
utilization in Figure 4.6, demonstrated that there was enough room for additional VVCA process-
ing or other operations. The implemented timing summary, shown in Figure 4.5, illustrates the
timing closure and that the gate layout and implementation were successful.
The coding of the VVCA core was written in VHDL and integrated with the various supporting
DMAs and memory subsystems necessary for the process to function at the expected data rate (200
MHz). The NDE design block diagram is in Figure 4.7. This block diagram features the two ARM
Figure 4.5: Xilinx Zynq 7Z030 Implementation Results of 32 Core NDE System
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Figure 4.6: Xilinx Zynq 7Z030 Resource Utilization of 32 Core NDE System
Figure 4.7: HPCME NDE - logic block diagram
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Figure 4.8: HPCME NDE - Timing diagram - Results write to BRAM (ILA Logic Analyze)
Cortex A9 processors, a 64-bit high-performance memory interface with a DMA to stream two
voxels at 200 MHz. There is also a dual-port BRAM that is 512 bits wide enabling the storage of
16 seeds. A DMA is used to stream, at 512-bits wide, the seeds to the VVCA core, also at 200
MHz. The VVCA core generates results that are then post-processed for the correlation coefficient
as discussed in previous sections. The timing diagrams and SoC schematic are shown in Figures
4.8, and 4.9 respectively.
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Figure 4.9: HPCME NDE - Logic schematic (Xilinx Vivado Block Diagram)
The critical sections of the VHDL implementation of the Seed Correlation Analysis is listed as
follows.
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Figure 4.10: HPCME NDE - VHDL: Ports and Core Configuration Parameters
This VHDL section listed in Figure 4.10 provides the interface to the rest of the NDE hardware.
There is a voxel stream port (AXI interface), a seed BRAM port, and a result BRAM port. There
are also register ports to set the number of samples, the correlation threshold, and observe the
current result address to know when to transfer results from the BRAM to the SDRAM and finally
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to FLASH storage. Also, there are various diagnostic ILA ports to enable developers to verify the
internal states of the VVCA core.
This VHDL was written to enable a flexible seed / voxel structure. The configuration param-
eters set the number of voxels and seeds that are to be processed simultaneously. The default
configuration is a 2 voxel by 16 seed, however, the configuration may easily be changed to 4 voxel
by 32 seeds with just modifying the configuration parameters. The VHDL will reconfigure the bus
structures to enable this change. However, the underlying FPGA implementation must be able to
support the number of instances of floating point computation cores that will be generated.
Figure 4.11: HPCME NDE - VHDL: Floating Point Multiplier and Accumulator
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Figure 4.12: HPCME NDE - VHDL: Floating Point Divider and Comparators
This VHDL section list in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the I/O configuration of the LogiCORE
floating point modules that are used for this core. The IP for this module has been configured to
utilize the built in DSP resources, support blocking mode, and support max latency. As we are
concerned more with continual streaming of data than the latency of the computation this is ideal
and will consume less resources. The blocking mode is configured to align the inputs to the various
cores such that the core waits until both inputs are valid before allowing a computation to process.
This is required to synchronize the calculations for the PCC.
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Figure 4.13: HPCME NDE - VHDL: Result BRAM data state machine
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Figure 4.14: HPCME NDE - VHDL: Result BRAM address state machine
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Figure 4.15: HPCME NDE - VHDL: Result BRAM write enable state machine
The data port for the results is multiplexed to enable the use of only one 64-bit wide result port
from eight correlation coefficient computations that occur simultaneously. The state machine to
control this is shown in Figures 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15.
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Figure 4.16: HPCME NDE - VHDL: Correlation Coefficient Calculation state machine
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Figure 4.17: HPCME NDE - VHDL: Correlation Coefficient Calculation floating point assign-
ments
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Figure 4.18: HPCME NDE - VHDL: Correlation Coefficient Calculation result capture
Based on the number of result processing cores assigned, in this implementation, the VHDL
generates the logic for each core. A state machine, shown in Figure 4.16, selects which internal
register to assign to the floating point modules to coordinate a 4-to-1 data multiplexer. The floating
point cores are assigned as shown in Figure 4.17. The correlation results are then computed and
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then compared using the two comparators, which is shown in Figure 4.18. These two comparators,
as discussed previously, verify a valid correlation coefficient and determines if the threshold has
been met. If these conditions are met then the data is flagged to be captured by the previously
discussed results memory state machine.
Figure 4.19: HPCME NDE - VHDL: Covariance Core - Multiply and Accumulators
In this section of code shown in Figure 4.19, the actual covariance cores are generated. This
section uses one floating point multiplier and accumulator per seed-voxel pair. The multiplier uses
one AXI streaming port for the voxels and the seeds are read from a high-speed dual port BRAM.
The seed BRAM is always in read mode and has the address generator state machine defined in a
similar way as the result address.
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Figure 4.20: HPCME NDE - VHDL: Covariance Core - Covariance and Standard Deviation cap-
ture registers
In this section of code shown in Figure 4.20, when N samples have been accumulated (last
out is set) the covariance is captured. Here other sample counter and holding registers are set for
internal logic.
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Figure 4.21: HPCME NDE - VHDL: Covariance Core - Accumulator reset and counter control
state machine 1 of 2
Figure 4.22: HPCME NDE - VHDL: Covariance Core - Accumulator reset and counter control
state machine 2 of 2
In this section of code shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22, when N samples have been accumu-
lated, based upon the voxel sample counter, a flag is set to force the covariance capture, discussed
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previously, as to capture the embedded standard deviation of the voxel and seeds. This data is
stored in registers for use in the previously discussed division step.
Figure 4.23: HPCME NDE - VHDL: Covariance Core - AXI data stream synchronization
In this final step, shown in Figures 4.23 the incoming voxel stream is synchronized to all of the
various multipliers. This logic prevents any group of multiplication to finish first and cause a race
condition which would result in incorrect results and data being unsynchronized.
The firmware source code is listed in the Source Code Appendix of this dissertation. The
essential functions of the firmware are to:
• Initialize SDRAM memory regions (Voxel Memory, Results Vector, etc...)
• Initialize BRAM memory regions (Seed Memory, Results Vectors, etc...)
• Established communications with host
• Start processing task files loaded on SD Card
• Each task has a voxel group, seed group, and a voxel offset
• Load voxels and seeds into SDRAM
• Transfer seeds to BRAM, if same seed group as previous then this step is skipped
• Perform high-speed DMA transfer from SDRAM to the VVCA core
• Retrieve results from BRAM, store in SDRAM, and then transfer to the SD Card
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• Once all groups are processed, wait for additional task instructions
Overall the firmware oversees the VVCA core process and primarily just moves data from the
external storage media (SD Card) to either the SDRAM or BRAMs. Processing performance is
achieved by having a significant amount of voxels stored in high-speed DDR3 SDRAM memory
for efficient transfer via the DMA. This is further enhanced by having all of the seeds stored in a
BRAM configured with a wide memory port. In this particular implementation the port was 512
bits wide. However, as was tested in the PoC system the port can be 1,024 bits wide or more.
It would also be possible to configure an implementation to use multiple VVCA cores if the
FPGA has sufficient resources. For instance, this would be possible with a Xilinx Zynq 7Z045 or
7Z100 or the Xilinx UltraScale.
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4.3 Initial HCP Test and Discussion
The HPCME system was initially tested using a HCP dataset provided the Human Connectome
Project. This dataset has a resolution of 91 voxels in the coronal plane, 109 voxels in the sagittal
plane, and 91 voxels in the transverse plane. This resolution provides a dataset of 902,629 voxels
with a sample size of 1,200 samples.
This dataset was preprocessed and organized as described in the preceding preprocessing sec-
tion and the resulting files copied to a FLASH SD card for utilization by the HPCME system. Task
files were also generated for each NDE in the system, and with the optimization that each NDE in
the system have 1/4 of the task load.
After the files were loaded into the HPCME, an application running on a PC workstation laptop
was activated, and the power applied to the HPCME. Communications were established with the
HPCME, and the task processing system was initiated. These results, along with the others will be
shown in the following section of this dissertation.
The HPCME was also tested using a logic analyzer and following each stage of the computation
cycle in the correlation core. This logic analyzer enabled correction to the fixed point accumulator
definition to be modified and corrected to result in the most optimum use of FPGA resources as
well as accuracy of results.
The results of the correlation coefficients of the HCP dataset was verified by comparing cor-
relation coefficients computed using a MATLAB script. This script loaded the computed results
from the HPCME and for the same seed and voxel indicated computed a double precision corre-
lation coefficient of seed-voxel pair as being connected. These tests illustrated that the HPCME
mathematically matched the MATLAB results with negligible error (less than 0.00001%).
Further test results will be discussed in the following section.
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5. VALIDATION OF HPCME SYSTEM
5.1 Introduction
Validation of the HPCME is focused on both the computational accuracy of the results of
the HPCME as well as comparing the performance to various other processing methods. These
methods include the HPCME, traditional CPU processing, a GPU implementation, and the CONN
toolkit. It should be noted that the accuracy of the results by other methods was not the focus of
this validation.
Dr. Orr, Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences at the Texas A&M Institute for
Neuroscience, provided twenty-four HCP datasets that are being used in his ongoing research to
be used to generate results using the HPCME. These HCP datasets were from the S900 Release of
Human Connectome Project (WU-UMN HCP Consortium), whose purpose is to "recruit a sample
of relatively healthy individuals free of a prior history of significant psychiatric or neurological
illnesses. The goal was to capture a broad range of variability in healthy individuals concerning
behavioral, ethnic, and socioeconomic diversity" [3].
Detailed descriptions of each variable used to eliminate participants are available here:
https://wiki.humanconnectome.org (see HCP Data Dictionary Public - 500 Subject Release).
Van Essen and colleagues reported details on the data acquisition in the HCP sample [3]. rs-
fMRI data for each participant consisted of 2, 15-minute runs (902,629 voxels, 1200 volumes, 720
ms TR, 2 mm isotropic voxels). Datasets were downloaded from the HCP S900 Release Resting-
State fMRI 1 FIX-Denoised (Extended) Package which included preprocessed data that had been
registered and denoised using the FIX ICA-based automated method. Additional details on this
pipeline are discussed in detail elsewhere [11].
The CPU methods include a simplistic implementation of a correlation algorithm as well as
results gathered from various other research articles with regards to building brain connectivity
maps. The focus of the CPU comparisons was to illustrate the best case scenario that can be
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substantiated through peer review literature and not just a single test case.
The GPU comparison also consisted of using a recently published correlation algorithm pur-
posely built for processing HCP datasets. Results were collected and is shown and discussed in
comparison to the performance of the HPCME.
Dr. Orr performed data analysis using the CONN toolkit and these results as discussed. Since
the nature of processing high-resolution and high sample HCP datasets is not typically done, due
to the lengthy computation time, comparisons were mostly focused on overlapping results and
understanding the differences between the CONN toolkit and HPCME connectedness maps.
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5.2 Results of HPCME Processing HCP Datasets
The results that have been generated in the testing of the HPCME demonstrate that the overall
architecture and implementation as previously discussed do appear to provide full processing of
HCP datasets within seven hours.
The HPCME system has been validated using datasets provided by Dr. Orr of the Texas A&M
Brain Institute and the Human Connectome Project. This group of datasets consists of 24 subjects
each with similar resolution and sample length to get a consistent comparison of performance and
data validity. The resolution of each dataset is 91 voxels in the coronal plane, 109 voxels in the
sagittal plane, and 91 voxels in the transverse plane. This resolution provides a dataset of 902,629
voxels with a sample size of 1,200 samples.
Each dataset was preprocessed and organized as described in the preceding preprocessing sec-
tion and the resulting files copied to a FLASH SD card for utilization by the HPCME system. Task
files were also generated for each NDE in the system, and with the optimization that each NDE in
the system have 1/4 of the task load.
After the files were loaded into the HPCME, an application running on a PC workstation laptop
was activated, and the power applied to the HPCME. Communications were established with the
HPCME, and the task processing system was initiated.
It should be noted, that logging and monitoring of the results are not required during task pro-
cessing of the data, as the HPCME does not require operator intervention in processing. However,
for this specific application, all datasets being processed were monitored and the corresponding
processing times recorded along with the final result vector files.
As a whole, the results do show that the average time to process the data was approximately
61/2 hours, with a standard deviation of about 21/2 minutes, or 2.4%. The average r-vector result file
ranged in size from 26 MB to 928 MB when using a correlation threshold of 0.7. Another set of
tests processed results using a correlation threshold of 0.63. The results of changing the correlation
threshold are highlighted in the following charts, Figures 5.1 and 5.2, and Table 5.1.
By changing the correlation threshold the overall processing time did not change, to any degree.
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However, the size of the resulting datasets did change from an average size of about 93 MB to about
4 GB. The data size increased due to the increase in correlation connectivity. It should be noted,
that even though the data sizes are still significant, however, for such high connectivity this is still
significantly less than the four terabytes of data which would be the result if no r-vectors were
utilized as a traditional correlation matrix.
Figure 5.1: Results file size for HCP datasets with r=0.63
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Figure 5.2: Results file size for HCP datasets with r=0.70
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Table 5.1: Results file size for HCP datasets comparison
Once the data set had been collected for all 24 datasets, each result set was individually post-
processed to generate a set of connectivity maps or connectedness maps as well as the statistical
results on the time the processing system took to process each dataset.
In the following pages are a two representative results of the 24 resulting HCP datasets along
with the processing times of all 24 datasets. These charts and connectedness maps demonstrate the
ability to build connectedness maps rapidly utilizing the HPCME system. Connectedness maps of
all 24 HCP datasets are shown in Appendix A.
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Figure 5.3: 3D representation of HCP Subject 102816 with r=0.63
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Figure 5.4: Connectedness of HCP Subject 102816 with r=0.63 (4-slices)
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Figure 5.5: Connectedness of HCP Subject 102816 with r=0.63
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Figure 5.6: Connectedness of HCP Subject 112516 with r=0.70
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Table 5.2: Processing time for HCP subjects with r=0.63
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Table 5.3: Processing time for HCP subjects with r=0.70
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Figure 5.7: Graph of processing time for HCP subjects with r=0.63
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5.3 PCC Results via CPU
A comparison of performance for the results generated by the HPCME is with a traditional
CPU implementation. Numerous methods and algorithms can be used to optimize processing on
a multi-core CPU and given that this research focused on developing an FPGA based solution,
development of a high-performance multi-core algorithm was not developed. Instead, our compar-
isons are based on a two-fold approach. One of which is our C# implementation of the correlation
computation, and the other based upon previously determined and published CPU results that have
been extrapolated to compare to the dataset sizes in use in this research. Our analysis of published
research focused on CPU performance results described in the GPU-PCC method [19], Minati’s
Fast Computation method [14], and Wang’s Hybrid CPU-GPU Accelerated Framework process
[40].
The implementation of the correlation algorithm was developed in Microsoft Visual Studio and
written in C#. A test was done utilizing HCP subject #102816 with 902,629 voxels and 1,200 sam-
ples. The coding for the algorithm is shown in Figure 5.9 and implemented with single-precision
variables (4-bytes). The algorithm did include the storage of the correlation results to a file as
utilized only a single thread, which is a definitive factor is the performance of the algorithm. This
algorithm was tested on a PC workstation with the following specifications:
• An NVIDIA GeForce GTX980 GPU
• Windows 10 OS
• Four-core Intel i7 CPU operating at 4.0 GHz
• 64 GB of DDR4 SDRAM
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Figure 5.8: CPU Processing - 2.17% complete at 37 hours
As shown in Figure 5.8, the algorithm was run for 120 hours and achieved completion of
the processing of 4.75%. Extrapolated, worst case, the CPU would complete this processing in
approximately 98 days. Ideally, if an algorithm were developed using localized memory that was
not shared between four threads, the expected performance would best case, be approximately 588
hours, or 24 days.
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Figure 5.9: CPU implementation of the correlation algorithm
Of the published CPU processing, there was a wide variance in results for the CPU performance
with regards to the correlation of fMRI data. The number of voxels and time series length varied
based upon the test as well as the CPU architecture and OS.
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Minati’s Fast Computation method [14] CPU comparison test used 227,808 voxels with a time
series length of 284 samples from actual fMRI data from the HCP. This test ran two different
test configurations. One configuration was with an Intel i7-3610QM 2.3 GHz processor (8 cores),
running the Ubuntu Linux 12.04 OS in (32-bit). The other configuration was an Intel E5-2637 3.0
GHz processor (4 cores), running the CentOS Linux 6.5 (64-bit). With the 4-core configuration, the
correlation was completed in 6,200 seconds, versus the 8-core configuration completing in 2,700
seconds. When extrapolated using the number of computations and the average computation time
a 902,669 voxel by 1,200 sample test would be estimated to take 114 hours for the four-core and
50 hours for the 8-core. The extrapolation assumed a linear increase in the level of computation
and did not take into consideration any additional loading, saving, or processing time to work with
the higher resolution datasets.
The GPU-PCC method [19] CPU comparison test used a varying number of voxels, ranging
from 10,000 to 100,000 voxels, with a time series length of 300 samples from a synthetic dataset.
This test ran one test configuration, which consisted of two Intel Xeon E5 2620 2.4 GHz proces-
sors and 48 GB of RAM. With this computing configuration, the correlation with 40,000 voxels
was completed in 725 seconds, for the 80,000 voxels in 2,850 seconds, and 100,000 voxels were
completed in 4,500 seconds. When extrapolated using the number of computations and the average
computation time, a 902,669 voxel by 1,200 sample test would be estimated to take approximately
405 hours.
For Wang’s Hybrid CPU-GPU Accelerated Framework process [40] the CPU comparison test
used 90,112 voxels and 58,523 voxels. With a time series length of 300 samples and 225 samples
respectfully from an HCP fMRI dataset. This test ran two test configuration, which consisted of an
Intel i7-3770 3.4 GHz quad-core CPU with 32 GB RAM. With this computing configuration, the
correlation with 90,112 voxels, with a single thread, was completed in 1974 seconds, for the 58,523
voxels, with a single thread, was completed in 568 seconds, and for the 58,523 voxels, with eight
threads, was completed in 130 seconds. When extrapolated using the number of computations and
the average computation time, a 902,669 voxel by 1,200 sample test would be estimated to take
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approximately 200 hours for a single thread and 46 hours for eight threads. All of the above results
are shown in the Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: CPU processing time from published research. Extrapolation to HCP datasets used in
this research
As previously mentioned the varying results of the various CPU tests, both performed by this
research and in existing published research is significant. To compare the processed results of this
research with the high resolution, high sample depth HCP datasets the extrapolation technique was
derived from providing a best-case scenario, versus a more realistic case where other performance
factors would slow the CPU processing, such as storage and other processing threads and back-
ground processes. In the above extrapolation, the best case scenario was using an Intel i7-3770 3.4
GHz quad-core CPU with 32 GB RAM running 8-threads and processing the HCP dataset in 46
hours, or approximately two days. The average processing time across all methods both published
and completed by this research provided a correlation processing in 271 hours or approximately
eleven days.
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5.4 Results of GPU-PCC Method
The GPU-PCC method, which is a CUDA based GPU algorithm for computing the Pearson’s
Correlation Coefficient (PCC) is described in Section 1.5.
The developers of the GPU-PCC methods, Eslami et al., presented their research with the
performance evaluation as summarized below[19].
They ran their experiments on a Linux server with the following performance specifications:
• An NVIDIA Tesla K40c GPU
• Ubuntu Server OS 14.01
• Two-core Intel Xeon E5 2620 operating at 2.4 GHz
• 48 GB of SDRAM
The NVIDIA Tesla K40c has fifteen streaming multiprocessors each with 192 CUDA cores,
for a total of 2,880 CUDA cores, and 11.25 GB of global memory.
Eslami et al. compared their algorithms performance to three other methods. The first being
matrix-vector multiplication, the second comparing the results to a CPU implementation of PCC,
and the third being a hybrid GPU-GPU method by Wang et al. [40]. The CPU results for these
tests are described in Section 5.3. They performed experiments using both synthetic and actual
fMRI datasets.
Table 5.5: GPU-PCC performance with synthetic fMRI data (GTX980, M=300)
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Their synthetic datasets were created with voxels sizes of 20000, 30000, 40000, 50000, 60000,
70000, 80000, 90000, 100000 and with the time-course sample size of 300. For each vector, that
generated a random floating point numbers in the range of -2 to 2. For the real fMRI dataset, they
used the Orangeburg dataset [41].
This research comparison utilizes the published source code for GPU-PCC on a PC workstation
and has the following specifications:
• An NVIDIA GeForce GTX980 GPU
• Windows 10 OS
• Four-core Intel i7 CPU operating at 4.0 GHz
• 64 GB of DDR4 SDRAM
The NVIDIA GTX980 has 2,048 CUDA cores, operating at 1,126 MHz, and has 4 GB of
global memory (GDDR5) with a memory bandwidth of 224 GB/sec. It should be noted that this
GPU configuration is not as capable as the solution that Eslami et al. utilized in their experiments.
Also, given the configuration of the available source code, it was only possible to run a test
using synthetic data as the source code that we ran in our experiments. It did not allow for the
importing of real fMRI datasets. We ran a similar set of ten tests where we changed the voxel
size of the data and kept the sample depth fixed. We used synthetic datasets with voxels sizes of
20000, 30000, 40000, 50000, 60000, 70000, 80000, 90000, 100000, 125000, 150000, 175000,
and 200000 and with the time-course sample sizes of 300 and 1200. The results of the tests with a
time-course sample depth of M = 300 is shown below in Table 5.5, and the results of the tests with
a time-course sample depth of M = 1200 is shown below in Table 5.6.
As is illustrated in Table 5.5, the GPU-PCC algorithm performed well with a sample size of
M=300 for voxels sizes up to 175,000 voxels. At 200,000 voxels the algorithm would not operate
correctly and crashed. Hence it did not return any results. A plot of the average process time of
the ten independent runs versus the voxel size is shown in Figure 5.10.
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Table 5.6: GPU-PCC performance with synthetic fMRI data (GTX980, M=1200)
Figure 5.10: GPU-PCC performance with synthetic fMRI data (GTX980, M=300)
The results that we generated compared similarly to the results that were compiled by Eslami
et al., actually within a few seconds of deviation. For larger voxels sizes the standard deviation of
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the ten runs were approximately 4% of the process time. It is also of note that these results are just
for the processing of the correlation matrix, and not any other facet of the computation of the final
result set, including saving the results to a non-volatile file for post-processing.
A regression of the process time was done to help predict what the processing time would be
for a given voxel size with a fixed sample depth, in this case, M=300. The regression equation was
determined to be the following, with N being the number of voxels:
Time(N)sec = 4× 10−9N2 − 1× 10−5N + 0.7632 (5.1)
Given this above regression, it was determined that if using the extrapolated results and given a
GPU application and architecture that could support a successful operation at higher voxel lengths,
the expected performance of the GPU-PCC method would be able to compute the correlation
matrix in approximately 3,251 seconds or 0.903 hours.
As previously shown in Table 5.6 the GPU-PCC algorithm did not perform well with a sample
size of M=1,200 for voxels sizes over to 20,000 voxels. At 30,000 voxels and above, the algorithm
would not operate correctly and routinely would crash the workstation. Hence it did not return any
results. A plot of the average process time of the successful runs versus the voxel size is shown in
Figure 5.11.
Since the success of the algorithm to produce results above 90,000 voxels, it was determined
that the extrapolation to 902,629 voxels would be unreliable and a regression not warranted.
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Figure 5.11: GPU-PCC performance with synthetic fMRI data (GTX980, M=1200)
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5.5 Results of CONN Toolbox
The HCP datasets provided by Dr. Orr underwent additional processing and analysis using the
CONN toolbox [28]. CONN is a Matlab-based application designed for functional connectivity
analysis. CONN was compiled as a standalone application for MATLAB R2016b in CentOS six
running on a 128-core Intel Xeon Broadwell blade cluster.
Dr. Orr’s configuration for preprocessing in CONN consisted of structural segmentation,
smoothing (6mm FWHM), and artifact detection (global signal z-value threshold: 5, framewise
motion threshold: 0.9 mm). Data was then denoised with linear regression with confound regres-
sors for five temporal components each from the segmented CSF and white matter, 24 motion
realignment parameters, signal and motion outliers, and the 1st order derivative from the effect of
rest. Finally, data underwent linear detrending and bandpass filtering (0.01 - 0.1 Hz).
Datasets were initially loaded and the timeseries extracted for each ROI. The ROIs were de-
termined from using the Harvard-Oxford Atlas [42], which has 132 ROIs. Data is then checked
for consistency and then denoised. These datasets were then processed using the using first a
ROI-to-ROI analysis, then a ROI-to-voxel.
The CONN toolkit performed the Voxel-to-Voxel global correlation analysis using the full
group of 24 subjects. A Voxel-to-Voxel global correlation analysis was performed as this was
the most comparable analysis to the HPCME system [43]. The Voxel-to-Voxel analysis is com-
puted using SVD, getting the 64 most significant eigenvectors and eigenvalues. This is done as it
is concluded that it is impractical to store the full correlation matrix [44]. The processing time on
a iMac, with a Intel i5 CPU and 16 GB of 1600 MHz DDR3 memory, to perform these steps are
shown in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7: CONN Processing Time
An overall comparison was performed to the averaged results from the HPCME. This com-
parison was to being to understand what general agreement there was between these two different
methods and to understand if the HPCME would generate results that drastically departed with
results generated by CONN.
Figure 5.12: CONN to HPCME comparison - side-by-side
Figure 5.12 shows a comparison of the correlation results between the CONN processing and
the HPCME. The CONN results, shown in red, are the 64 SVD components from a Voxel-to-Voxel
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correlation. For the HPCME (FPGA), the average of 24 subjects connectedness correlation results
are shown in yellow. The top left image shows the left lateralization, the bottom left is the left me-
dial, the top right is the right lateralization, and the bottom right is the right medial. The purpose of
this comparison was to being to understand where there was alignment and disagreement between
the two methods. It should be noted that for this test the HPCME (FPGA) used non-prepossessed
and non-denoised files.
An overlay of the CONN toolbox correlation results and the HPCME (FPGA) results are shown
in 5.13. These results shown where the HPCME found correlations that CONN did you show, and
CONN found correlations that the HPCME did not. It should be noted that there is good agreement
on the regions that overlap. These results, as will be further discussed in the following section,
show that future research will be needed to explore this fully not that a method has been developed
to produce rapid correlation of the full resolution HCP datasets.
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Figure 5.13: CONN to HPCME comparison - overlapping
Theses results showed overlap and also divergence. To access the similarity Dice’s Similarity
Coefficient (DSC) was computed between the resulting average connectedness maps, as defined




The chart in Figure 5.8 shows the Dice coefficient for various functional areas of the brain. The
results of this are further discussed in the following section.
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Table 5.8: CONN to HPCME comparison - Dice’s coefficient
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6. DISCUSSION
This research aimed at developing a new processing architecture that would accelerate the
processing of high-resolution brain connectivity maps from HCP datasets. In this section, the
questions of the comparison of the results for the various results previous shown will be discussed.
This section will also examine possible future research based on these results.
6.1 HPCME
The HPCME was utilized to process twenty-five high-resolution, high sample depth connect-
edness maps with data for the HCP. This processing took less than ten days, and with a mean
processing time of 6.5 hours.
The breakdown of the processing time, shown in Figure 6.1, shows that the data loading and
r-vector storage overhead only account for 13.2% and 1.4% of the total time respectively. This
low overhead rate shows that as an architecture the HPCME is efficient in processing. Future
development can improve this overhead by using NVMe FLASH for results and a 256-bit wide,
high-speed 8GB of DDR4 SDRAM configuration for dataset storage.
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Figure 6.1: HPCME data processing - breakdown by task (overhead)
An important characteristic of the HPCME that is shown in the results is the processing time
was consistent and had a standard deviation of less than 2.5%, even with changing correlation
threshold coefficients. This consistent processing is due primarily to the low overhead rate and the
time to save r-vectors to FLASH storage.
The HPCME, having near fully independent NDEs, enables the performance of the overall
system to scale-up and is only limited, within reason, to the number of NDEs that are physically
practical. Given that each NDE consumes about 35 watts and requires only minimal operational
support it would be possible to include eight or sixteen NDEs into one HPCME assembly. This
configuration would thereby reduce the processing time of these same HCP datasets from 6.5 hours
to approximately 3.25 hours and 1.625 hours respectively.
Given the obtained results, the HPCME can be used in a lower-resolution or region based
processing application. With a region based processing the processing time can be lowered to a
point where it would be possible to perform near "real time" processing, with processing measured
in seconds. This configuration would enable the HPCME to be used in real time neurological
feedback applications and DFC analyses.
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The HPCME is currently designed to performed seed-based correlation analysis (VVCA).
However, other algorithms can be implemented in future work by modification of the mathemat-
ical ALU pipeline. For instance, a future application would be to use seed-based analysis with
diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) for tractography instead of the currently implemented fMRI
and rs-fMRI analyses. In fact, it would be possible to use a script to reconfigure the HPCME to
load the specific BIT file corresponding to the selected analysis method to be performed.
The computational performance of the HPCME is based upon the number of operations that
are being performed at any one point. Examining the high-resolution, high sample rate HCP data
sets with a voxel size of 902,629 voxels and 1,200 samples each. The overall performance of the
HPCME platform is a sustained data stream processing rate of 2.89 TFLOPs and projected to be
11.6 TFLOPS with a sixteen core HPCME. It is important to stress that this processing rate is
based on a continually streamed random set of data.
6.2 Comparison to GPU Methods
The GPU-PCC method, when compared to the HPCME has some advantages. For instance, the
GPU-PCC method, relying solely on existing GPUs enables the development of a high-performance
computing system without customized hardware and just a software (CUDA) implementation.
As shown in the results from section 5.4 the performance of the GPU-PCC method with a small
voxel size is impressive, and in comparison to the HPCME, even superior, given a superior GPU
such as a Nvidia Kepler. However, as was noted previously, with the high-resolution datasets the
GPU, used for our tests, resulted in an unstable workstation and failures. Also, the GPU-PCC
algorithm, as provided, did not provide an adequate method to copy the final results to a storage
medium. This factor, as previously discussed, is a critical factor as the correlation matrix for
90,6929 voxels is on the order of 4 TB.
The use of GPUs to accelerate the generation of high-resolution brain connectivity maps is still
a very active area of research and should not be disregarded in favor of FPGAs. Future research
may be focused on combining the benefits of the multitude of GPU cores with the customized
and pipelined architecture of an FPGA. Thus, enabling the development of a hybrid solution of a
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standalone HCP processing architecture.
6.3 CPU Comparison
CPUs offered the most divergence results of the methods, compared to the processing of HCP
datasets to produce brain connectivity maps, shown in section 5.3. As shown previously, a CPU
algorithm can perform correlation at the fasts of 46 hours for an eight thread implementation to
upwards of 515 hours for a four-core implementation done in this research study. We can only
speculate as to what can lead to such a large divergence, but one theory is due to the memory
organization of test data for correlation. To help understand this divergence, especially with the
outliers that a significantly lower than expected processing time, such as the before mentioned 46-
hour result, it is plausible that the data used was not actual HCP results, but a synthetic test array.
This data could then be stored in the local cache of the microprocessor, thus enabling a CPU to
have much higher performance in processing. It is also plausible that the same memory regions
were being accessed from global memory, again giving the CPU an advantage in processing.
The CPU processing method tested in this research study used the same HCP dataset that
was used in the HPCME tests, thereby ensuring a consistent comparison. The CPU processing
algorithm that was developed is not considered the most efficient, however it is focused strictly on
the processing of the correlation coefficient.
Other methods showed similar performance to what was determined by this research. For
instance, as was shown in the CPU results, the performance determined by the researchers for
the GPU-PCC method showed extensive processing times for multi-core processing using Intel
Xeon processors. Given that this research did use both HCP and synthetic datasets this may lead
credence to their CPU algorithm being closer to an actual CPU performance metric. To put in
comparison the GPU-PCC research claims that the GPU-PCC algorithm is 94.62 times faster than
the traditional CPU methods and 4.28 times faster than the existing GPU based techniques on a
fMRI dataset with up to 90,000 voxels [19].
To have as fair a comparison as possible, given this divergence of CPU results, an average of
the various methods was used at the extrapolated dataset size that the HPCME was processing,
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which resulted in an average processing time of 271 hours.
The primary limitation of CPU processing is not in the ALU capability, but instead in the
memory architecture. The correlation algorithm, as discussed in section 1.3, is not complex, but
instead requires a near constant stream of voxel and seed data to be efficient due to the large size
of the correlation matrix. This processing architecture is not ideal when CPU memory access is
random and not burst mode.
The HPCME system, when compared to the various CPU implementations, is shown in Table
6.1. On average the HPCME is 40 times faster in processing, and seven times faster when compared
to the fastest implementation, regardless of the divergence noted. The HPCME demonstrates a
clear and consistent advantage over using CPU based processing methods.
Table 6.1: HPCME vs. CPU Methods
6.4 CONN Toolkit
The CONN toolbox was used to provide a general comparison to the results generated by the
HPCME. Given the multitude of analysis methods available through the CONN toolbox, a detailed
and exacting comparison was not warranted for initial comparisons. However, future research
will focus on detailed comparisons and in determining the nature of diverging results between the
CONN toolbox’s connectedness maps and those generated by the HPCME.
For instance, when comparing the Dice’s coefficient of the various regions, shown in Table 6.2,
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there was a low similarity. However, there was more similarity in sensorimotor and visual net-
works. A plausible reason for this lower than expected similarity was because the HPCME results
were generated with unprocessed datasets, whereas the CONN toolbox did perform extensive pre-
processing of the data before the correlation processing, as discussed previously. Also, it was noted
that there was significant variation in the connectedness maps between the various subjects. Since
the CONN toolbox and HPCME results were combined for this analysis, this likely influenced
these results looking for similarity.
Table 6.2: CONN to HPCME comparison - Dice’s coefficient
The HPCME results do broadly agree with those from the CONN SVD method in that the
HPCME did not generate connectedness in functional areas that CONN did not. Future research
will include examining the similarity of individual comparison of HCP datasets and not the com-
bined set. Also, future research will examine other comparisons to other analytical methods that the
CONN toolkit provides, such as seed-based correlations, ROI-to-ROI graph analyses, and others.
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7. CONCLUSION
This research aimed to design, produce, and test a High-Performance Correlation and Mapping
Engine (HPCME) that enabled high throughput processing of brain connectivity data sets. The
HPCME system is a computer workstation and a high-performance FPGA co-processing engine
optimized for computing high volume correlation data.
By reducing the processing time to generate brain connectivity maps, neuroscience researchers
will be able to understand the various statistical links, thereby enabling them to be able to determine
the effect of aging, Alzheimer’s, addiction, schizophrenia, dyslexia, autism, and ADHD. Also,
being able to perform near real-time processing of fMRI data sets will enable DFC research to be
performed more rapidly over a more significant segment number of nodes than currently [5].
This research achieved the following objectives:
1. Design and build a proof-of-concept HPCME hardware platform.
2. Expand the capability of the HPCME system to achieve the targeted performance objectives
with multiple FPGAs.
3. Validate and demonstrate the HPCME with various datasets from the HCP and compare the
results generated by using existing connectivity toolkits.
The HPCME system, as designed, adequately demonstrates the ability to generate voxel-to-
voxel brain network connectivity maps within seven hours or less from the high-resolution, high
sample size, HCP datasets. These test results show that HPCME with four FPGAs could improve
the correlation processing speed by a factor of 40 or more over that of a PC workstation with a
multicore CPU. This architecture and method can be used as a powerful tool to rapidly process the
brain connectome data at finer resolutions, which potentially could lead to discoveries in diagnosis
and treatment of neurological diseases and cognitive degradation.
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I2C0 on PS MIO pins are 1.8 VDC.  I2C1 
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IPEX Connector is mirrored as per the 
layout of the cable used for IPEX and 
Leopard Imaging.
IPEX Connector is mirrored as per the 
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SMB (I2C) connection to mSATA 2 is only 
to be used for initial testing and will 
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Battery interface is not used for this RTC due to space and 
weight limitations.  When powered the date/time will be set 
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Input power range is 6.0 VDC to 20 VDC.  For the NCSI the 
intended power source is a Tenergy 7.4 VDC 1150 mAh 
LiPo battery pack.
Switching frequency set to 600 kHz
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Soft start delay is set at default of 2mS.
Switching frequency set to 600 kHz
Bank 34 & 35 I/O Rail Voltage
1.8 VDC
3.3VDC and Bank 13 I/O Rail 
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PASOM10JX2054 PASOM10JX2048 PASOM10JX2044 PASOM10JX2038 
PASOM10JX2053 PASOM10JX2047 PASOM10JX2043 PASOM10JX2037 
PASOM10JX2074 PASOM10JX2068 PASOM10JX2064 PASOM10JX2058 
PASOM10JX2073 PASOM10JX2067 PASOM10JX2063 PASOM10JX2057 
PASOM10JX2094 PASOM10JX2084 PASOM10JX2078 
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PAmSATA103 PAmSATA104 PAmSATA105 PAmSATA106 
PAmSATA107 PAmSATA108 PAmSATA109 PAmSATA1010 
PAmSATA1011 PAmSATA1012 PAmSATA1013 PAmSATA1014 
PAmSATA1015 PAmSATA1016 
PAmSATA1017 PAmSATA1018 
PAmSATA1019 PAmSATA1020 PAmSATA1021 PAmSATA1022 
PAmSATA1023 PAmSATA1024 PAmSATA1025 
PAmSATA1026 PAmSATA1027 PAmSATA1028 PAmSATA1029 PAmSATA1030 
PAmSATA1031 PAmSATA1032 PAmSATA1033 
PAmSATA1034 PAmSATA1035 PAmSATA1036 PAmSATA1037 PAmSATA1038 
PAmSATA1039 PAmSATA1040 PAmSATA1041 
PAmSATA1042 PAmSATA1043 PAmSATA1044 PAmSATA1045 
PAmSATA1046 PAmSATA1047 PAmSATA1048 PAmSATA1049 
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PAmSATA2014 PAmSATA2015 PAmSATA2016 
PAmSATA2017 PAmSATA2018 PAmSATA2019 PAmSATA2020 PAmSATA2021 
PAmSATA2022 PAmSATA2023 PAmSATA2024 
PAmSATA2025 PAmSATA2026 PAmSATA2027 PAmSATA2028 
PAmSATA2029 PAmSATA2030 PAmSATA2031 PAmSATA2032 
PAmSATA2033 PAmSATA2034 PAmSATA2035 PAmSATA2036 
PAmSATA2037 PAmSATA2038 PAmSATA2039 
PAmSATA2040 PAmSATA2041 PAmSATA2042 PAmSATA2043 PAmSATA2044 
PAmSATA2045 PAmSATA2046 PAmSATA2047 
PAmSATA2048 PAmSATA2049 PAmSATA2050 PAmSATA2051 PAmSATA2052 
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PASOM10JX1077 PASOM10JX1083 PASOM10JX1093 
PASOM10JX1078 PASOM10JX1084 PASOM10JX1094 
PASOM10JX1057 PASOM10JX1063 PASOM10JX1067 PASOM10JX1073 
PASOM10JX1058 PASOM10JX1064 PASOM10JX1068 PASOM10JX1074 
PASOM10JX1037 PASOM10JX1043 PASOM10JX1047 PASOM10JX1053 
PASOM10JX1038 PASOM10JX1044 PASOM10JX1048 PASOM10JX1054 
PASOM10JX1017 PASOM10JX1027 PASOM10JX1033 
PASOM10JX1018 PASOM10JX1028 PASOM10JX1034 
PASOM10JX101 PASOM10JX107 PASOM10JX1011 
PASOM10JX102 PASOM10JX108 PASOM10JX1012 
PASOM10JX2012 PASOM10JX208 PASOM10JX202 
PASOM10JX2011 PASOM10JX207 PASOM10JX201 
PASOM10JX2034 PASOM10JX2028 PASOM10JX2018 
PASOM10JX2033 PASOM10JX2027 PASOM10JX2017 
PASOM10JX2054 PASOM10JX2048 PASOM10JX2044 PASOM10JX2038 
PASOM10JX2053 PASOM10JX2047 PASOM10JX2043 PASOM10JX2037 
PASOM10JX2074 PASOM10JX2068 PASOM10JX2064 PASOM10JX2058 
PASOM10JX2073 PASOM10JX2067 PASOM10JX2063 PASOM10JX2057 
PASOM10JX2094 PASOM10JX2084 PASOM10JX2078 
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PAmSATA1019 PAmSATA1020 PAmSATA1021 PAmSATA1022 
PAmSATA1023 PAmSATA1024 PAmSATA1025 
PAmSATA1026 PAmSATA1027 PAmSATA1028 PAmSATA1029 PAmSATA1030 
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PASOM10JX1077 PASOM10JX1083 PASOM10JX1093 
PASOM10JX1078 PASOM10JX1084 PASOM10JX1094 
PASOM10JX1057 PASOM10JX1063 PASOM10JX1067 PASOM10JX1073 
PASOM10JX1058 PASOM10JX1064 PASOM10JX1068 PASOM10JX1074 
PASOM10JX1037 PASOM10JX1043 PASOM10JX1047 PASOM10JX1053 
PASOM10JX1038 PASOM10JX1044 PASOM10JX1048 PASOM10JX1054 
PASOM10JX1017 PASOM10JX1027 PASOM10JX1033 
PASOM10JX1018 PASOM10JX1028 PASOM10JX1034 
PASOM10JX101 PASOM10JX107 PASOM10JX1011 
PASOM10JX102 PASOM10JX108 PASOM10JX1012 
PASOM10JX2012 PASOM10JX208 PASOM10JX202 
PASOM10JX2011 PASOM10JX207 PASOM10JX201 
PASOM10JX2034 PASOM10JX2028 PASOM10JX2018 
PASOM10JX2033 PASOM10JX2027 PASOM10JX2017 
PASOM10JX2054 PASOM10JX2048 PASOM10JX2044 PASOM10JX2038 
PASOM10JX2053 PASOM10JX2047 PASOM10JX2043 PASOM10JX2037 
PASOM10JX2074 PASOM10JX2068 PASOM10JX2064 PASOM10JX2058 
PASOM10JX2073 PASOM10JX2067 PASOM10JX2063 PASOM10JX2057 
PASOM10JX2094 PASOM10JX2084 PASOM10JX2078 
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PAmSATA103 PAmSATA104 PAmSATA105 PAmSATA106 
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PAmSATA1017 PAmSATA1018 
PAmSATA1019 PAmSATA1020 PAmSATA1021 PAmSATA1022 
PAmSATA1023 PAmSATA1024 PAmSATA1025 
PAmSATA1026 PAmSATA1027 PAmSATA1028 PAmSATA1029 PAmSATA1030 
PAmSATA1031 PAmSATA1032 PAmSATA1033 
PAmSATA1034 PAmSATA1035 PAmSATA1036 PAmSATA1037 PAmSATA1038 
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PASOM10JX1077 PASOM10JX1083 PASOM10JX1093 
PASOM10JX1078 PASOM10JX1084 PASOM10JX1094 
PASOM10JX1057 PASOM10JX1063 PASOM10JX1067 PASOM10JX1073 
PASOM10JX1058 PASOM10JX1064 PASOM10JX1068 PASOM10JX1074 
PASOM10JX1037 PASOM10JX1043 PASOM10JX1047 PASOM10JX1053 
PASOM10JX1038 PASOM10JX1044 PASOM10JX1048 PASOM10JX1054 
PASOM10JX1017 PASOM10JX1027 PASOM10JX1033 
PASOM10JX1018 PASOM10JX1028 PASOM10JX1034 
PASOM10JX101 PASOM10JX107 PASOM10JX1011 
PASOM10JX102 PASOM10JX108 PASOM10JX1012 
PASOM10JX2012 PASOM10JX208 PASOM10JX202 
PASOM10JX2011 PASOM10JX207 PASOM10JX201 
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PAmSATA103 PAmSATA104 PAmSATA105 PAmSATA106 
PAmSATA107 PAmSATA108 PAmSATA109 PAmSATA1010 
PAmSATA1011 PAmSATA1012 PAmSATA1013 PAmSATA1014 
PAmSATA1015 PAmSATA1016 
PAmSATA1017 PAmSATA1018 
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PAmSATA1034 PAmSATA1035 PAmSATA1036 PAmSATA1037 PAmSATA1038 
PAmSATA1039 PAmSATA1040 PAmSATA1041 
PAmSATA1042 PAmSATA1043 PAmSATA1044 PAmSATA1045 
PAmSATA1046 PAmSATA1047 PAmSATA1048 PAmSATA1049 




PAmSATA202 PAmSATA203 PAmSATA204 PAmSATA205 
PAmSATA206 PAmSATA207 PAmSATA208 PAmSATA209 
PAmSATA2010 PAmSATA2011 PAmSATA2012 PAmSATA2013 
PAmSATA2014 PAmSATA2015 PAmSATA2016 
PAmSATA2017 PAmSATA2018 PAmSATA2019 PAmSATA2020 PAmSATA2021 
PAmSATA2022 PAmSATA2023 PAmSATA2024 
PAmSATA2025 PAmSATA2026 PAmSATA2027 PAmSATA2028 
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PAmSATA2037 PAmSATA2038 PAmSATA2039 
PAmSATA2040 PAmSATA2041 PAmSATA2042 PAmSATA2043 PAmSATA2044 
PAmSATA2045 PAmSATA2046 PAmSATA2047 
PAmSATA2048 PAmSATA2049 PAmSATA2050 PAmSATA2051 PAmSATA2052 























































PAR102 PAR101 COR1 
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COR2 

















PAR1102 PAR1101 COR11 
PAR1202 PAR1201 COR12 
PAR1302 PAR1301 COR13 
PAR1402 PAR1401 COR14 
PAR1502 PAR1501 COR15 











PAR2102 PAR2101 COR21 
PAR2202 PAR2201 COR22 
PAR2302 PAR2301 COR23 










PAR2902 PAR2901 COR29 
























































PAR5302 PAR5301 COR53 
PAR5402 PAR5401 
COR54 
PAR5502 PAR5501 COR55 
PAR5602 PAR5601 COR56 
PAR5702 PAR5701 COR57 
PAR5802 PAR5801 COR58 
PAR5902 
PAR5901 COR59 
PAR60 2PAR6001 COR60 
PAR6102 PAR6101 COR61 
PAR6202 PAR6201 COR 2 
PAR6302 PAR6301 
COR63 
PAR6402 PAR6401 COR64 
PAR6502 PAR6501 COR65 
PAR6602 PAR6601 COR66 
PAR6702 PAR6701 COR67 









































































































































PASOM10JX1077 PASOM10JX1083 PASOM10JX1093 
PASOM10JX1078 PASOM10JX1084 PASOM10JX1094 
PASOM10JX1057 PASOM10JX1063 PASOM10JX1067 PASOM10JX1073 
PASOM10JX1058 PASOM10JX1064 PASOM10JX1068 PASOM10JX1074 
PASOM10JX1037 PASOM10JX1043 PASOM10JX1047 PASOM10JX1053 
PASOM10JX1038 PASOM10JX1044 PASOM10JX1048 PASOM10JX1054 
PASOM10JX1017 PASOM10JX1027 PASOM10JX1033 
PASOM10JX1018 PASOM10JX1028 PASOM10JX1034 
PASOM10JX101 PASOM10JX107 PASOM10JX1011 
PASOM10JX102 PASOM10JX108 PASOM10JX1012 
PASOM10JX2012 PASOM10JX208 PASOM10JX202 
PASOM10JX2011 PASOM10JX207 PASOM10JX201 
PASOM10JX2034 PASOM10JX2028 PASOM10JX2018 
PASOM10JX2033 PASOM10JX2027 PASOM10JX2017 
PASOM10JX2054 PASOM10JX2048 PASOM10JX2044 PASOM10JX2038 
PASOM10JX2053 PASOM10JX2047 PASOM10JX2043 PASOM10JX2037 
PASOM10JX2074 PASOM10JX2068 PASOM10JX2064 PASOM10JX2058 
PASOM10JX2073 PASOM10JX2067 PASOM10JX2063 PASOM10JX2057 
PASOM10JX2094 PASOM10JX2084 PASOM10JX2078 



















































































































































PAC501 PAC502 COC5 
PAC601 PAC602 COC6 
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PAC3801 PAC3802 COC38 
PAC3901 PAC3902 
COC39 


















PAC4701 PAC4702 COC47 
PAC4801 PAC4802 
COC48 
PAC4901 PAC4902 COC49 
PAC5001 PAC5002 COC50 









PAC5601 PAC5602 COC56 
PAC5701 PAC5702 COC57 
PAC5801 PAC5802 COC58 
PAC5901 PAC5902 COC59 
PAC6001 PAC6002 
COC60 
PAC6101 PAC6102 COC61 




























































































PAC10101 PAC10102 COC101 
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PAC10601 PAC10602 COC106 
PAC10701 
PAC10702 COC107 PAC10801 PAC10802 
COC108 
PAC10901 PAC10902 COC109 
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PAC11002 
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PAJ1025 PAJ1023 PAJ1021 PAJ1019 PAJ1017 PAJ1015 PAJ1013 PAJ1011 PAJ109 PAJ107 PAJ105 PAJ103 PAJ101 
PAJ102 PAJ104 PAJ106 PAJ108 PAJ1010 PAJ1012 PAJ1014 PAJ1016 PAJ1018 PAJ1020 PAJ1022 PAJ1024 
COJ1 
PAJ20G1 
PAJ20G2 PAJ2024 AJ2022 PAJ2020 PAJ2018 PAJ2016 PAJ2014 PAJ2012 PAJ2010 PAJ208 PAJ206 PAJ204 PAJ202 
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PAJ302 PAJ304 PAJ306 PAJ308 PAJ3010 PAJ3012 PAJ3014 PAJ3016 PAJ3018 PAJ3020 PAJ3022 PAJ3024 
COJ3 
PAJ40G1 
PAJ40G2 PAJ4024 PAJ4022 PAJ4020 PAJ4018 PAJ4016 PAJ4014 PAJ4012 PAJ4010 PAJ408 PAJ406 PAJ404 PAJ402 








PAJ502 PAJ504 PAJ505 PAJ506 
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PAJ503 
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--  FILE:               cca_core.vhd
--  ENTITY:             cca_core
--
--  Company:            Texas A&M University
--  Author:             John Lusher II, P.E.
--  Project Name:       fMRI Brain Connectivity Maps Processing Engine
--  Module Name:        fMRI -  RTL
--  Create Date:        January 4, 2017
--  Target Devices:     Xilinx UltraScale XCKU040 Family / KCU105 Development Board
--                   
--  Core Description:   CCA Engine
--                   
--  Revisions:        
--  1.0: File Created
--  1.1: Updated for PoC System - 64 core  (Aug 2017)
--  1.2: Updated for HPDME System - 32 core (Nov 2017)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------








--! Xilinx Virtex Components Library
library UNISIM;





DATA_WIDTH_BYTES : natural := 4;
DATA_WIDTH_BITS : natural := 32;
NUM_R_CORES : natural := 8;
NUM_SEEDS : natural := 16;





aclk : IN STD_LOGIC; --! AXI Clock                          (Active High)  
axi_aresetn : IN STD_LOGIC; --! AXI Reset                           (Active Low)
system_reset : IN STD_LOGIC; --! System Reset                       (Active High)
----------------------------------------------------
N_SAMPLES : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 11 downto 0 );
R_PRIME : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 31 downto 0 );
CURRENT_ADDR : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 16 downto 0 );
clk : OUT STD_LOGIC;
RESULTADDR : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 12 downto 0 );
VOXELCOUNT : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 11 downto 0 );
VOXELCOUNTACC : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 11 downto 0 );
WR : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 0 downto 0 );
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RESULT0 : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 31 downto 0 );
RESULTVO : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 31 downto 0 );
RESULTSD : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 31 downto 0 );
VOXIDX : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 31 downto 0 );
BRAMP0S0 : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 31 downto 0 );
SEED : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 31 downto 0 );
VOXEL : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 31 downto 0 );
MULRESULT : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 31 downto 0 );
MULVALID : OUT STD_LOGIC;
LASTIN : OUT STD_LOGIC;
LASTOUT0 : OUT STD_LOGIC;
LASTOUT1 : OUT STD_LOGIC;
LASTOUT2 : OUT STD_LOGIC;
LASTOUT3 : OUT STD_LOGIC;
LASTOUT4 : OUT STD_LOGIC;
A : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 31 downto 0 );
B : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 31 downto 0 );
----------------------------------------------------
--  Voxel AXI Stream Interface
M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_tdata : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR((DATA_WIDTH_BITS * NUM_VOXELS) - 1 downto 0);
M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_tkeep : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR((DATA_WIDTH_BYTES * NUM_VOXELS) - 1 downto 0);
M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_tlast : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Data Last                          (Active High)  
M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_tready : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Interface Ready                    (Active High)  
M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_tvalid : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Data Valid                         (Active High)  
----------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------
SEEDS_BRAM_PORT_0_addr : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 31 downto 0 );-- Seed BRAM Port
SEEDS_BRAM_PORT_0_clk : OUT STD_LOGIC; --
SEEDS_BRAM_PORT_0_din : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 511 downto 0 );
SEEDS_BRAM_PORT_0_dout : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 511 downto 0 );
SEEDS_BRAM_PORT_0_en : OUT STD_LOGIC; --
SEEDS_BRAM_PORT_0_rst : OUT STD_LOGIC; --
SEEDS_BRAM_PORT_0_we : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 63 downto 0 );--
----------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_addr : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 31 downto 0 );-- Result BRAM Port
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_clk : OUT STD_LOGIC; --
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 63 downto 0 );--
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_en : OUT STD_LOGIC; --
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_rst : OUT STD_LOGIC; --





--  Architecture:   cca_core (RTL)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--! @brief      Architecture definition of entity: cca_core
--! @details    The logic and I/O interface for the fMRI CCA Engine  









--! Array to hold 128 seeds (32-bit single precision data)
type VXIDX_ARRAY is array(0 to (NUM_VOXELS)) of STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 downto 0);
type DATA_ARRAY is array(0 to (NUM_SEEDS * NUM_VOXELS)) of STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 downto 0);
type LOGIC_ARRAY is array(0 to (NUM_SEEDS * NUM_VOXELS)) of STD_LOGIC; --! Logic array
type COUNT_ARRAY is array(0 to (NUM_SEEDS * NUM_VOXELS)) of STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0);




signal M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_ready : LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Voxel Input Ready
signal M_AXIS_MM2S_SEEDS_ready : LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Seed Input Ready
signal multiplier_result : DATA_ARRAY; --! Multiplier Result
signal multiplier_valid : LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Multiplier Valid
signal multiplier_last : LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Multiplier Last
signal got_data : LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Got Data Flag
signal accumulator_valid : LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Accumulator Valid
signal accumulator_last_in : LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Accumulator Last Input
signal accumulator_last_out : LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Accumulator Last Input
signal accumulator_ready : LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Accumulator Ready
signal voxel_count : COUNT_ARRAY; --! Voxel Counter
signal voxel_count_acc : COUNT_ARRAY; --! Voxel Counter - Accumulator
signal result_address : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(16 downto 0); --! Result Address
signal sample_count_1 : COUNT_ARRAY; --! N Samples + 1 (SD)
signal sample_count_2 : COUNT_ARRAY; --! N Samples + 2 (Voxel #)
signal sample_count_3 : COUNT_ARRAY; --! N Samples - 7 (Voxel #)
signal M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_tready_T : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(((NUM_VOXELS * NUM_SEEDS)-1) downto 0);
signal RESULTS_0 : DATA_ARRAY; --! Holding Variable Array
signal RESULTS_1 : DATA_ARRAY; --! Holding Variable Array
signal RESULTS_COV : DATA_ARRAY; --! Holding Variable Array
signal RESULTS_SD : DATA_ARRAY; --! Holding Variable Array
signal VOXELINDEX : VXIDX_ARRAY; --! Voxel # index 
signal last_count : LAST_COUNT_ARRAY; --! Voxel / SD State Counter
signal accumulator_last_out_1 : LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Accumulator Last Input
signal accumulator_last_out_2 : LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Accumulator Last Input
signal accumulator_last_out_3 : LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Accumulator Last Input
signal accumulator_last_out_4 : LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Accumulator Last Input
signal accumulator_reset : LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Accumulator Reset
signal seed_count : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0); --! Seed Address Counter
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Divider Signals ("r" core) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
type R_DATA_ARRAY is array(0 to (NUM_R_CORES - 1)) of STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 downto 0);
type R_INDEX_ARRAY is array(0 to (NUM_R_CORES - 1)) of STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(26 downto 0);
type R_INDEXGRP_ARRAY is array(0 to (NUM_R_CORES - 1)) of STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(1 downto 0);
type R_INDEXLOW_ARRAY is array(0 to (NUM_R_CORES - 1)) of STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(2 downto 0);
type R_COMP_ARRAY is array(0 to (NUM_R_CORES - 1)) of STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 downto 0);
type R_COUNT_ARRAY is array(0 to (NUM_R_CORES - 1)) of STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 downto 0);
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type R_LOGIC_ARRAY is array(0 to (NUM_R_CORES - 1)) of STD_LOGIC; --! Logic array
signal a_dividend_data : R_DATA_ARRAY; --! Dividend data
signal a_dividend_valid : R_LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Dividend valid
signal b_divisor_data : R_DATA_ARRAY; --! Divisor data
signal b_divisor_valid : R_LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Divisor valid
signal r_quotient_data : R_DATA_ARRAY; --! Quotient data 
signal r_quotient_valid : R_LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Quotient valid
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Comparator Signals ("r" core) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
signal b_comp_data : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 DOWNTO 0); --! "B" data
signal b_comp_valid : STD_LOGIC; --! "B" valid
signal r_comp_data : R_COMP_ARRAY; --! Result data GTE
signal r_comp_valid : R_LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Result valid GTE
signal r_complte_data : R_COMP_ARRAY; --! Result data LTE
signal r_complte_valid : R_LOGIC_ARRAY; --! Result valid LTE
signal r_value : R_DATA_ARRAY; --! "r" value
signal r_capture : R_LOGIC_ARRAY; --! "r" capture flag (1 = save data)
signal post_comp_valid : R_COUNT_ARRAY; --! Post valid count array
signal r_value_low_index : R_INDEXLOW_ARRAY; --! "r" index (subgroup) value (lower 3 bits)
signal r_value_grp_index : R_INDEXGRP_ARRAY; --! "r" index (r-group) value (next 2 bits)
signal r_value_index : R_INDEX_ARRAY; --! "r" index value (voxel #)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--  Voxel AXI Stream Interface - Delay Register
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
signal REG_VOXELS_tdata : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR((DATA_WIDTH_BITS * NUM_VOXELS) - 1 downto 0);
signal REG_VOXELS_tlast : STD_LOGIC; --! Data Last                          (Active High)  






-- Floating Point Multiplier Component





aclk : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Clock                              (Active High)   
s_axis_a_tvalid : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Port "A" Data Valid                (Active High)
s_axis_a_tready : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Port "A" Data Ready                (Active High)
s_axis_a_tdata : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 DOWNTO 0); --! Port "A" Data                       (32-bit Bus)
s_axis_a_tlast : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Port "A" Data Last                 (Active High)
s_axis_b_tvalid : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Port "B" Data Valid                (Active High)
s_axis_b_tready : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Port "B" Data Ready                (Active High)
s_axis_b_tdata : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 DOWNTO 0); --! Port "B" Data                       (32-bit Bus)
s_axis_b_tlast : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Port "B" Data Last                  (32-bit Bus)
m_axis_result_tvalid : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Result Valid                       (Active High)    
m_axis_result_tready : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Result Ready                       (Active High)    
m_axis_result_tdata : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 DOWNTO 0); --! Result Data                         (32-bit Bus)






-- Floating Point Accumulator Component





aclk : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Clock                              (Active High)   
aresetn : IN STD_LOGIC; --! AReset                             (Active Low)
s_axis_a_tvalid : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Port "A" Data Valid                (Active High)
s_axis_a_tready : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Port "A" Data Ready                (Active High)
s_axis_a_tdata : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 DOWNTO 0); --! Port "A" Data                       (32-bit Bus)
s_axis_a_tlast : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Port "A" Last                      (Active High)
m_axis_result_tvalid : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Result Valid                       (Active High)    
m_axis_result_tready : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Result Ready                       (Active High)    
m_axis_result_tdata : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 DOWNTO 0); --! Result Data                         (32-bit Bus)




-- Floating Point Divider Component





aclk : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Clock                              (Active High)   
s_axis_a_tvalid : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Port "A" Data Valid                (Active High)
s_axis_a_tready : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Port "A" Data Ready                (Active High)
s_axis_a_tdata : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 DOWNTO 0); --! Port "A" Data                       (32-bit Bus)
s_axis_b_tvalid : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Port "B" Data Valid                (Active High)
s_axis_b_tready : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Port "B" Data Ready                (Active High)
s_axis_b_tdata : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 DOWNTO 0); --! Port "B" Data                       (32-bit Bus)
m_axis_result_tvalid : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Result Valid                       (Active High)    
m_axis_result_tready : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Result Ready                       (Active High)    




-- Floating Point Compare Component





aclk : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Clock                              (Active High)   
s_axis_a_tvalid : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Port "A" Data Valid                (Active High)
s_axis_a_tready : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Port "A" Data Ready                (Active High)
s_axis_a_tdata : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 DOWNTO 0); --! Port "A" Data                       (32-bit Bus)
s_axis_b_tvalid : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Port "B" Data Valid                (Active High)
s_axis_b_tready : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Port "B" Data Ready                (Active High)
s_axis_b_tdata : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 DOWNTO 0); --! Port "B" Data                       (32-bit Bus)
m_axis_result_tvalid : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Result Valid                       (Active High)    
m_axis_result_tready : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Result Ready                       (Active High)    






-- Floating Point Compare Component





aclk : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Clock                              (Active High)   
s_axis_a_tvalid : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Port "A" Data Valid                (Active High)
s_axis_a_tready : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Port "A" Data Ready                (Active High)
s_axis_a_tdata : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 DOWNTO 0); --! Port "A" Data                       (32-bit Bus)
s_axis_b_tvalid : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Port "B" Data Valid                (Active High)
s_axis_b_tready : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Port "B" Data Ready                (Active High)
s_axis_b_tdata : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 DOWNTO 0); --! Port "B" Data                       (32-bit Bus)
m_axis_result_tvalid : OUT STD_LOGIC; --! Result Valid                       (Active High)    
m_axis_result_tready : IN STD_LOGIC; --! Result Ready                       (Active High)    









SEEDS_BRAM_PORT_0_din <= X"00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000" ;







-- ILA (Logic Analyzer)
clk <= aclk;






















SEED <= SEEDS_BRAM_PORT_0_dout(((3 * DATA_WIDTH_BITS) + 31) downto (3 * DATA_WIDTH_BITS));











-- Register Delay for Voxel Stream
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Process:         Voxel Stream Interface
-- Input(s):        aclk
-- Output(s):       Voxel Delay Registers










-- Block Memory State Machine
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Process:         BRAM Data
-- Input(s):        aclk
-- Output(s):       BRAM Data In Port






RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(31 downto 0) <= r_value(0);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(34 downto 32) <= r_value_low_index(0);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(36 downto 35) <= r_value_grp_index(0);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(63 downto 37) <= r_value_index(0);
BRAMP0S0 <= r_value(0);
when X"04" =>
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(31 downto 0) <= r_value(1);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(34 downto 32) <= r_value_low_index(1);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(36 downto 35) <= r_value_grp_index(1);
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RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(63 downto 37) <= r_value_index(1);
BRAMP0S0 <= r_value(1);
when X"06" =>
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(31 downto 0) <= r_value(2);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(34 downto 32) <= r_value_low_index(2);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(36 downto 35) <= r_value_grp_index(2);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(63 downto 37) <= r_value_index(2);
BRAMP0S0 <= r_value(2);
when X"08" =>
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(31 downto 0) <= r_value(3);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(34 downto 32) <= r_value_low_index(3);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(36 downto 35) <= r_value_grp_index(3);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(63 downto 37) <= r_value_index(3);
BRAMP0S0 <= r_value(3);
when X"0A" =>
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(31 downto 0) <= r_value(4);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(34 downto 32) <= r_value_low_index(4);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(36 downto 35) <= r_value_grp_index(4);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(63 downto 37) <= r_value_index(4);
BRAMP0S0 <= r_value(4);
when X"0C" =>
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(31 downto 0) <= r_value(5);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(34 downto 32) <= r_value_low_index(5);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(36 downto 35) <= r_value_grp_index(5);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(63 downto 37) <= r_value_index(5);
BRAMP0S0 <= r_value(5);
when X"0E" =>
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(31 downto 0) <= r_value(6);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(34 downto 32) <= r_value_low_index(6);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(36 downto 35) <= r_value_grp_index(6);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(63 downto 37) <= r_value_index(6);
BRAMP0S0 <= r_value(6);
when X"10" =>
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(31 downto 0) <= r_value(7);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(34 downto 32) <= r_value_low_index(7);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(36 downto 35) <= r_value_grp_index(7);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(63 downto 37) <= r_value_index(7);
BRAMP0S0 <= r_value(7);
when X"00" =>
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(31 downto 0) <= X"05555555";
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(34 downto 32) <= r_value_low_index(0);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(36 downto 35) <= r_value_grp_index(0);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(63 downto 37) <= r_value_index(0);
BRAMP0S0 <= X"05555555";
when X"12" =>
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(31 downto 0) <= X"55555555";
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(34 downto 32) <= r_value_low_index(0);
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_din(36 downto 35) <= r_value_grp_index(0);







-- Process:         BRAM Write Enable
-- Input(s):        aclk
-- Output(s):       BRAM Data WE Port






if (got_data(0) = '1') then
case post_comp_valid(0) is
when X"03" =>












































































-- Process:         BRAM Address Generator
-- Input(s):        aclk
-- Output(s):       BRAM Data WE Port









if (r_capture(0) = '1') then
result_address <= std_logic_vector(unsigned(result_address) + 1);
end if;
when X"06" =>
if (r_capture(1) = '1') then
result_address <= std_logic_vector(unsigned(result_address) + 1);
end if;
when X"08" =>
if (r_capture(2) = '1') then
result_address <= std_logic_vector(unsigned(result_address) + 1);
end if;
when X"0A" =>
if (r_capture(3) = '1') then
result_address <= std_logic_vector(unsigned(result_address) + 1);
end if;
when X"0C" =>
if (r_capture(4) = '1') then
result_address <= std_logic_vector(unsigned(result_address) + 1);
end if;
when X"0E" =>
if (r_capture(5) = '1') then
result_address <= std_logic_vector(unsigned(result_address) + 1);
end if;
when X"10" =>
if (r_capture(6) = '1') then





if (r_capture(7) = '1') then






RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_addr(2 downto 0) <= "000";
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_addr(19 downto 3) <= result_address;
RESULT_BRAM_PORT_0_addr(31 downto 20) <= X"000";
SEEDS_BRAM_PORT_0_addr(5 downto 0) <= "000000";
SEEDS_BRAM_PORT_0_addr(17 downto 6) <= seed_count;
SEEDS_BRAM_PORT_0_addr(31 downto 18) <= "00000000000000";
end process;
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Process:         Internal Voxel Data Counter and Accumulator Last Signal - Multiplier Valid
-- Input(s):        aclk
-- Output(s):       Voxel Counter




if (axi_aresetn = '0' or system_reset = '1') then
seed_count <= X"000";
elsif ((seed_count = N_SAMPLES) or (seed_count = sample_count_1(0)) or (seed_count = sample_count_2(0))) and (M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_tvalid = '1') then
seed_count <= std_logic_vector(unsigned(seed_count) + 1);
elsif (seed_count > N_SAMPLES) and (M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_tvalid = '1') then
seed_count <= X"000";
elsif M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_tvalid = '1' then





-- Process:         R-Value Index (Voxel Index) Storage
-- Input(s):        aclk
-- Output(s):       R-Value Index

















-- Loop through all "R" cores
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
RGEN : for r_index in 0 to (NUM_R_CORES - 1) generate
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Process:         "r" Divider State Machine
-- Input(s):        aclk, Voxel Count
-- Output(s):       BRAM Address











a_dividend_data(r_index) <= RESULTS_COV(r_index + 8);




a_dividend_data(r_index) <= RESULTS_COV(r_index + 16);




a_dividend_data(r_index) <= RESULTS_COV(r_index + 24);











--! Clock on positive edge of ACLK




















--! Clock on positive edge of ACLK


















--! Clock on positive edge of ACLK

















-- Process:         Capture "r" value
-- Input(s):        aclk
-- Output(s):       Captured "r" data










-- Process:         Capture "r" value index - R-Index (group)
-- Input(s):        aclk
-- Output(s):       Captured "r" data






if axi_aresetn = '0' or system_reset = '1' or accumulator_last_out(r_index) = '1' then
r_value_grp_index(r_index) <= "11";
elsif (r_quotient_valid(r_index) = '1') then





-- Process:         Capture "r" value
-- Input(s):        aclk
-- Output(s):       Captured "r" data




if axi_aresetn = '0' or system_reset = '1' or got_data(0) = '0' then
r_capture(r_index) <= '0';
elsif (r_comp_valid(r_index) = '1') and (r_complte_valid(r_index) = '1') then









-- Process:         Post valid clock counter
-- Input(s):        aclk
-- Output(s):       Captured "r" data




if (r_comp_valid(r_index) = '1') then
post_comp_valid(r_index) <= X"00";
elsif (post_comp_valid(r_index) < X"80") then






-- Loop through all voxels
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
VOXELIDXGEN : for voxel_index in 0 to (NUM_VOXELS - 1) generate
-- Capture voxel index
process (aclk, sample_count_3, voxel_count)
begin
if (rising_edge(aclk)) then
if voxel_count(voxel_index) = sample_count_3(voxel_index) and REG_VOXELS_tvalid = '1' then








-- Loop through all seeds and voxels
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SEEDGEN : for seed_index in 0 to (NUM_SEEDS - 1) generate
VOXELGEN : for voxel_index in 0 to (NUM_VOXELS - 1) generate
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--! U_MUL: floating_point_mult
--! Clock on positive edge of ACLK







s_axis_a_tready => M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_ready((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index),




s_axis_b_tdata => SEEDS_BRAM_PORT_0_dout(((seed_index * DATA_WIDTH_BITS) + 31) downto (seed_index * DATA_WIDTH_BITS)),
s_axis_b_tlast => '0',
m_axis_result_tvalid => multiplier_valid((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index),
m_axis_result_tready => accumulator_ready((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index),
m_axis_result_tdata => multiplier_result((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index),




--! Clock on positive edge of ACLK






aresetn => accumulator_reset((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index),
s_axis_a_tvalid => multiplier_valid((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index),
s_axis_a_tready => accumulator_ready((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index),
s_axis_a_tdata => multiplier_result((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index),
s_axis_a_tlast => accumulator_last_in((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index),
m_axis_result_tvalid => accumulator_valid((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index),
m_axis_result_tready => '1',
m_axis_result_tdata => RESULTS_0((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index),
m_axis_result_tlast => accumulator_last_out((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index)
);




if (accumulator_last_out_1((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = '1' and
accumulator_last_out_2((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = '0' and
accumulator_last_out_3((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = '0') then
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sample_count_1((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= std_logic_vector(unsigned(N_SAMPLES) + 1);
sample_count_2((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= std_logic_vector(unsigned(N_SAMPLES) + 2);




-- Process:         Last Out Delay Registers
-- Input(s):        aclk
-- Output(s):       Last Outs
-- Description:     4-stage last out register
process (aclk, accumulator_last_out, accumulator_last_out_1, accumulator_last_out_2, accumulator_last_out_3)
begin
if (falling_edge(aclk)) then
accumulator_last_out_1((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= accumulator_last_out((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index);
accumulator_last_out_2((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= accumulator_last_out_1((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index);
accumulator_last_out_3((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= accumulator_last_out_2((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index);




-- Process:         Internal Voxel Data Counter and Accumulator Last Signal - Multiplier Valid
-- Input(s):        aclk
-- Output(s):       Voxel Counter




-- If voxel count greater than spec. value then reset
if (axi_aresetn = '0' or system_reset = '1') then
accumulator_last_in((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= '0';-- CHANGE from zero
got_data((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= '0';
voxel_count((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= X"000";
elsif (voxel_count((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = N_SAMPLES) and
(multiplier_valid((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = '1') then
accumulator_last_in((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= '1';
got_data((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= '1';
voxel_count((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= std_logic_vector(unsigned(voxel_count((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index)) + 1);
elsif (voxel_count((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = sample_count_1((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index)) and
(multiplier_valid((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = '1') then
accumulator_last_in((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= '1';
voxel_count((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= std_logic_vector(unsigned(voxel_count((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index)) + 1);
elsif (voxel_count((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = sample_count_2((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index)) and
(multiplier_valid((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = '1') then
accumulator_last_in((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= '1';
got_data((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= '1';
voxel_count((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= std_logic_vector(unsigned(voxel_count((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index)) + 1);
RESULTS_SD((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= multiplier_result((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index);
elsif (voxel_count((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) > N_SAMPLES) and (multiplier_valid((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = '1') then
accumulator_last_in((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= '0';
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voxel_count((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= X"000";
elsif multiplier_valid((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = '1' then
accumulator_last_in((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= '0';





-- Process:         Accumulator Reset
-- Input(s):        aclk
-- Output(s):       Reset




if (axi_aresetn = '0' or system_reset = '1') then
accumulator_reset((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= '0';
else





-- Process:         Internal Voxel Data Counter and Accumulator Last Signal - Accumulator Valid
-- Input(s):        aclk
-- Output(s):       Voxel Counter




-- If voxel count greater than spec. value then reset
if (axi_aresetn = '0' or system_reset = '1') then
voxel_count_acc((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= X"000";
elsif ((voxel_count_acc((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = N_SAMPLES) or
(voxel_count_acc((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = sample_count_1((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index)) or
(voxel_count_acc((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = sample_count_2((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index))) and
(accumulator_valid((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = '1') then
voxel_count_acc((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= std_logic_vector(unsigned(voxel_count_acc((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index))
+ 1);
elsif (voxel_count_acc((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) > N_SAMPLES) and (accumulator_last_out_4((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) =
'1') then
voxel_count_acc((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= X"000";
elsif (voxel_count_acc((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) < X"FFF") and (got_data((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = '1') then





-- For the first index set all bits to initial index value                    
I0: if ((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) = 0 generate
M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_tready_T(0) <= M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_ready(0);
end generate I0;
-- Any other index and/or with the previous value      
IX: if ((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) > 0 generate
M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_tready_T((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) <= M_AXIS_MM2S_VOXELS_tready_T(((seed_index * NUM_VOXELS) + voxel_index) - 1) and
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-- And results for output (i.e. get last index from gen)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------








// High-Performance Correlation and Mapping Engine for
// Rapid Generating Brain Connectivity Networks from Big fMRI Data
//
//    File Name: cca_main.c
//      Version: 1.0.0
//       Author:    John Lusher II, P.E.
//            Texas A&M University
//         Date: July 15, 2017
// Description: fMRI Brain Connectivity Maps Processing Engine - main function
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------
// Revision(s):     Date: Description:
// v1.0.0 July 20, 2017 Initial Release
// v1.1.0 Sep 20, 2017 PoC System Test Release






































XAxiDma axi_dma_seed; // DMA Instance for Seeds
XAxiDma axi_dma_voxel; // DMA Instance for Voxels
XAxiDma axi_dma_results; // DMA Instance for CoVar Results
XAxiDma axi_dma_rval; // DMA Instance for R-Value / SD Value
XGpio InterfaceGPIO; // GPIO Instance
XGpio ControlGPIO; // GPIO Instance #2 (In / Out)
//------------------------
//------------------------
XDmaPs dma_results; // DMA Results
volatile int Checked[XDMAPS_CHANNELS_PER_DEV]; // DMA check for results
XDmaPs_Cmd DmaCmd; // DMA Command
//------------------------
//------------------------
XBram axi_bram_seed; // BRAM Instance for Seeds
XBram axi_bram_result_voxel_0; // BRAM Instance for Voxel #0 Results
XBram axi_bram_result_voxel_1; // BRAM Instance for Voxel #1 Results
XScuGic axi_intc; // Interrupt Instance
//------------------------
//------------------------
int mm2s_done_0; // Flags which get set by DMA ISR
int mm2s_done_1; //
int dma_err_0; // Error in DMA flag 0
int dma_err_1; // Error in DMA flag 1
int r_dma_out_done; // DMA "R" Stream Out (Read)
int r_dma_in_done; // DMA "R" Stream Out (Write)
int result_dma_done; // DMA Result
int dma_r_err_0; // Error in R DMA flag 0
int dma_r_err_1; // Error in R DMA flag 1





int process_data = FALSE;
int process_task = FALSE;
int current_task = -1;
u32 GPIO_mask = 0x00000000; // GPIO Mask
u32 r_prime_mask = 0x00000000; // R' GPIO
int assigned_system = 0;
int number_of_samples;
int voxel_offset = 0;
int voxels_per_group;
int voxels_group = 0;
int voxels_per_set = 0;
int num_voxels = 0;
int num_seeds = 16;
int num_voxel_groups = 0;
int seeds_per_group = 0;
float r_prime = -1.0;
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int voxel_group = -1;
int seed_group = -1;
int start_voxel = 0;
int num_process_groups = 0;
struct tasks tasks[256000]; // Max tasks are 256K
tasks_t tasklist;
int number_tasks = 0;
int prev_task = -1;
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------
//  Routine: print_header
//  Inputs: none
// Outputs: none
// Purpose: Prints the header for the application
// print information such as university, project, version, build #,





xil_printf("High-Performance Correlation and Mapping Engine for Rapid Generating\n\r");
xil_printf("Brain Connectivity Networks from Big fMRI Data\n\n\r");
xil_printf("Version: v%d.%d.%d.%d\n\r", VERSION_MAJOR, VERSION_MINOR, VERSION_REV, VERSION_BUILD);
xil_printf("--------------------------------------------------------------------------------\n\r");
xil_printf("Texas A&M University\n\r");
xil_printf("Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering\n\r");
xil_printf("3128 TAMU\n\r");






//  Routine: main
//  Inputs: none
// Outputs: result (zero = success, non-zero = error)





// Variables for status, indices, and other housekeeping
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
int status = 0;
float setup_time = 0.0;
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------























unsigned int dma_size_in_voxels = (140*1024*1024) * sizeof(int);
inp_stream_voxels = malloc(dma_size_in_voxels);
if (inp_stream_voxels == NULL)
{
xil_printf("\rMEMORY ALLOCATION ERROR INPUT VOXEL DMA\n\r");
return XST_FAILURE;
}
// Allocate a max of 128 MB for seeds
inp_seed_values = malloc(128*1024*1024);
if (inp_seed_values == NULL)
{
xil_printf("\rMEMORY ALLOCATION ERROR SEED\n\r");
return XST_FAILURE;
}
// Allocate a max of 64 MB for results
inp_r_values_0 = malloc(64*1024*1024);
if (inp_r_values_0 == NULL)
{





// Initialize drivers, return error if not successful
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
status = init_drivers();












if (status != XST_SUCCESS)
{






status = XGpio_Initialize(&InterfaceGPIO, XPAR_AXI_GPIO_0_DEVICE_ID);
if (status != XST_SUCCESS) // If not configured then exit
{ //






status = XGpio_Initialize(&ControlGPIO, XPAR_AXI_GPIO_1_DEVICE_ID);
if (status != XST_SUCCESS) // If not configured then exit
{ //




// Blink LEDs on startup, simple hardware verification
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
for (GPIO_mask = 0; GPIO_mask < 0x10; GPIO_mask++) //
{ //
XGpio_DiscreteClear(&InterfaceGPIO, 1, ~GPIO_mask); // Clear bits
XGpio_DiscreteSet(&InterfaceGPIO, 1, GPIO_mask); // Set data to GPIO
usleep(250000); // Sleep 1/4 sec
} //
xil_printf("Setup communications - standby....\r\n");
sleep(10);
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
// Set "N" Samples for core (default valuse, setup by task controller)
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
GPIO_mask = 0x3FD; // Test "N" (1023)
XGpio_DiscreteClear(&InterfaceGPIO, 1, ~GPIO_mask); // Clear bits
XGpio_DiscreteSet(&InterfaceGPIO, 1, GPIO_mask); // Set data to GPIO
GPIO_mask |= 0x80000000; // Set Reset
XGpio_DiscreteClear(&InterfaceGPIO, 1, ~GPIO_mask); // Clear bits
XGpio_DiscreteSet(&InterfaceGPIO, 1, GPIO_mask); // Set data to GPIO
usleep(500000); // Sleep 1/2 sec
GPIO_mask &= 0x00000FFF; // Clear Reset
XGpio_DiscreteClear(&InterfaceGPIO, 1, ~GPIO_mask); // Clear bits
XGpio_DiscreteSet(&InterfaceGPIO, 1, GPIO_mask); // Set data to GPIO








XGpio_DiscreteClear(&ControlGPIO, 2, ~r_prime_mask); // Clear bits
XGpio_DiscreteSet(&ControlGPIO, 2, r_prime_mask); // Set data to GPIO
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
// Console Communications (UART 1 - 115200 bps, 8N1)
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
status = console_comm_init(&axi_intc); // Console Communications initialization
if (status != XST_SUCCESS) // If initialization fails then exit
{ //













// Parse communications and process from console & TCP_IP if needed
process_console_communications();
//---------------------------------------------------------------------









float process_time = 0.0;
// Start results at zero
int current_index = 0;
int start_voxel = 0;
// Start task with header data





// Set N-2 Samples
GPIO_mask = number_of_samples - 2; // Set N-2
XGpio_DiscreteClear(&InterfaceGPIO, 1, ~GPIO_mask); // Clear bits
XGpio_DiscreteSet(&InterfaceGPIO, 1, GPIO_mask); // Set data to GPIO
// Determine group size, number of groups from sample size
// Goal is to run as much at a time and collect result,
// 32 allows for 2 voxels to be processed by 16 seeds (32 results per pair)
// leaving a data results of 1K per group of 32 (i.e. 8KB / group)
num_groups = 64;
group_size = (number_of_samples + 2) * num_groups;
offset_start = voxel_offset * (number_of_samples + 2);
end_addr = voxels_per_group * (number_of_samples + 2);
end_addr_prev = end_addr - group_size;
// Start voxel begins at the voxel offset
start_voxel = voxel_offset;
// Loop through all data in groups
for (group_index = offset_start; group_index < end_addr; group_index += group_size)
{
// Load the voxels and seeds
#ifdef PRINT_DEBUG
int end_voxel = (group_index + group_size - 1)/(number_of_samples + 2);
printf("Start Voxel %d to %d, max: %d  \t-> Start: %d \tEnd: %d\n\r",group_index, group_index + group_size - 1, end_addr, start_voxel, end_voxel);
#endif
mm2s_done_1 = 0;
// Start DMA for group of data
status_1 = XAxiDma_SimpleTransfer(&axi_dma_voxel, (unsigned int) &inp_stream_voxels[group_index], group_size * sizeof(float), XAXIDMA_DMA_TO_DEVICE);
if (status_1 != XST_SUCCESS)
{
print("Error: Voxel DMA transfer to CCA block failed\n");
return XST_FAILURE;
}




// Read result address
result_addr = XGpio_DiscreteRead(&ControlGPIO,1);









// Build header (results are 8 bytes / vector)
current_index = save_results_header(current_index, voxel_group, seed_group, start_voxel, result_addr * 8);
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------




// Begin streaming data to the Results DMA, return error if not successful
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
status_1 = XAxiDma_SimpleTransfer(&axi_dma_rval, (unsigned int) &inp_r_values_0[current_index], result_addr * 2 * sizeof(float), XAXIDMA_DEVICE_TO_DMA);
if (status_1 != XST_SUCCESS)
{




// Begin streaming data to the Results DMA, return error if not successful
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
status_1 = XAxiDma_SimpleTransfer(&axi_dma_results, 0xC0000000, result_addr * 2 * sizeof(float), XAXIDMA_DMA_TO_DEVICE);
if (status_1 != XST_SUCCESS)
{
print("Error: Result DMA transfer from results #1 failed\n");
return XST_FAILURE;
}
// Wait until done
while (!r_dma_in_done | !result_dma_done)
{
}
// Increment the result address, there are two entries per vector result
current_index = current_index + (result_addr * 2);
// Start voxel is now updated with current position, as the offset counter index resets
start_voxel = offset_start / (number_of_samples + 2);
}
else if (group_index >= end_addr_prev) // Else, we we at the end BUT, no data, we still need to read the block,









// Transfer to get "R" value into SDRAM - at location specified - just a small block of data (32 results)
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
// Begin streaming data to the Results DMA, return error if not successful
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
status_1 = XAxiDma_SimpleTransfer(&axi_dma_rval, (unsigned int) &inp_r_values_0[current_index], 32 * 2 * sizeof(float), XAXIDMA_DEVICE_TO_DMA);
if (status_1 != XST_SUCCESS)
{




// Begin streaming data to the Results DMA, return error if not successful
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
status_1 = XAxiDma_SimpleTransfer(&axi_dma_results, 0xC0000000, 32 * 2 * sizeof(float), XAXIDMA_DMA_TO_DEVICE);
if (status_1 != XST_SUCCESS)
{





// Wait until done
while (!r_dma_in_done | !result_dma_done)
{
}
// Start voxel is now updated with current position, as the offset counter index resets
start_voxel = offset_start / (number_of_samples + 2);
}
}
// Capture end time
XTime_GetTime(&end_time_set);
{
u64 delta_set = (u64)(end_time_set - start_time_set);
float time_set = (float)delta_set / COUNTS_PER_SECOND;
process_time = time_set;
}
// Capture start time
XTime_GetTime(&start_time_set);
// Save results to file, if there are results
if (current_index > 0)
{
write_results((unsigned int)&inp_r_values_0[0], current_index * sizeof(float), assigned_system, voxel_group, seed_group);
}
// Capture end time, display result time
XTime_GetTime(&end_time_set);
{
u64 delta_set = (u64)(end_time_set - start_time_set);
float num_bytes = (float)(current_index * sizeof(float));
float save_time = (float)delta_set / COUNTS_PER_SECOND;
float data_rate = num_bytes / (save_time*1024*1024);
float total_time = process_time + save_time + setup_time;
// Footer data, display process time





// Process task list
if (process_task)
{
// Go to next task #
current_task++;
if (current_task >= 0)
{









printf("\n\rTask Process Finished - System #%d\n\r", assigned_system);









// Load voxel data as needed





// Load seed data as needed
if (tasklist.seed_group != seed_group)
{
int new_major_group = tasklist.seed_group / 1024;
int current_major_group = seed_group / 1024;




// Create main result file (only first task)
if (current_task == 0)
{
// Print Log Header
printf("System:\tTask:\t# Tasks:\tLoad Time (sec):\tVoxel Group:\tSeed Group:\tOffset:\tSamples:\tProcess Time (sec):\tSave Time (sec):\tResult 




XGpio_DiscreteClear(&ControlGPIO, 2, ~r_prime_mask); // Clear bits











// Print Task Data







u64 delta_set = (u64)(end_time_set - start_time_set);
setup_time = (float)delta_set / COUNTS_PER_SECOND;
// Display load and setup time
printf("%8.5f\t", setup_time);
}
// Start Process
process_data = TRUE;
}
}
}
}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
// Cleanup Platform
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
cleanup_platform();
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
// Exit Application
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
return 0;
}191
